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1 INTRODUCTION* 
The focus of our analysis is on the post-colonial period after India attained 

independence in 1947. This paper covers the period from 1950-51 onwards for which 

consistent data series are available.  This means that growth rates are available from 

1951-52 onwards.   The primary purpose of the paper is to examine the link between 

policy regimes, reforms and economic growth in India. We draw on the data and analysis 

of earlier papers to provide the growth side of the link.  Consistent series of data on 

consumption distribution are available only from the seventies, so the more detailed 

analysis of these issues has to be limited to the second half of the post-independence 

period.     

Virmani (2004c) statistically defines two major phases of economic growth in 

India’s post-independence history.  These are associated with different policy regimes, 

which can be termed the ‘Indian version of Socialism (IVS)’ or simply ‘Indian Socialism’ 

and ‘Experiments in Market Reform (EMR).’  The turning point occurred around 1980-

81.  Each of these two regimes was associated with a set of economic policies.  We start 

by listing these policies and describing their direct manifestation and then examine the 

effect of the entire set of policies on economic growth and poverty (section 2).   

The links between policy and growth are explored at two levels.  The first level is 

that of a policy regime or approach and its variations and refinements within each regime 

and the second level is the effect of specific policies.   Each policy regime shows a 

change in emphasis and scope about mid-way through its time period.  Two sub-phases 

are identified in each phase.1   The first policy regime had two sub-regimes, which may 

be termed as, ‘The Quest for Commanding Heights’ and ‘Legislative-Bureaucratic 

Socialism.’  Analysis of the difference between these two sub-phases, including the 

impact that these variations had on growth, help us in identifying policies that were the 

most damaging, others that served a useful purpose for some time and those that may still 

be relevant with some modification (section 3).   

                                                           
* My thanks to Dr. Lant Pritchett, Shri T. N. Ninan and H K Dua for comments on earlier versions of this 
paper. 
1 Virmani(2004c), Virmani (2006) forthcoming. 
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The second policy regime, ‘Market experimentation’ can similarly be divided into 

two sub-phases & sub-regimes.2  These may be termed, ‘Critical reforms’ and ‘Wider 

reform.’ Our analysis identifies the critical elements of reform in these two sub-phases 

and the gaps remaining including those related to institutional reform and governance 

(section 4).  Section 5 then goes to analyse the entire history of growth and productivity 

change in terms of time trends (rather than phases).  

At the second level of analysis the paper examines specific policies that have 

potentially been responsible for changes in economic growth and productivity.  The paper 

identifies determinants such as the real exchange rate and the share of machinery 

investment and their underlying policies that have clearly had a positive impact on 

growth.  It also shows that several conventionally assumed drivers of growth such as 

agriculture and public investment do not have a significant effect on growth (section 6). 

Various puzzles have been raised in the literature on Indian reforms and growth 

since the 1980s.  The Indian literature since the 1960s has also put forward several 

hypothesis about Indian growth.  The current paper views these from the perspective of 

economic growth theory and case studies of high growth countries’ (that help fill some of 

the many gaps in the former).  It throws up two broad thematic explanations for the effect 

of Indian policy distortions and reforms on growth.  One is the movement from Import 

substituting Industrialisation to Export Promotion or Export neutrality and from there to 

Import Liberalisation.  The first part of the story is almost conventional wisdom for those 

who have studied the Asian Miracle economies but takes on different hues as it interacts 

with other aspects of the Indian policy framework. The second part, however, goes 

beyond the conventional neo-classical view of import liberalisation to offer new 

explanations/hypothesis arising from India’s growth experience. 

The second theme is the dynamic effects of conventional market distortion and 

market reform policies. One has therefore to start by distinguishing between policy 

reforms that have static welfare effects and those that potentially have dynamic effects. 

The paper hypothesises that these dynamic effects of policy are mediated through their 

                                                           
2 Virmani (2004c), Virmani (2006) forthcoming. 
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effects on competition.  There are two aspects or sub-themes linking policy with 

competition and its dynamic effects.  One is the effect of policies on the freedom of 

economic entities and agents to compete.  Indian socialism systematically restricted and 

eliminated competition in many sectors of the Indian economy.  This happened to a 

degree that was perhaps unprecedented in a non-communist country i.e. a country where 

most assets were owned by individuals and not the state or communist party.  A 

substantial part of the reform story therefore relates to the re-establishment of the 

freedom to compete.  The story of distortions and reform is not, however, linear and 

symmetric.  Policies that change the rules under which agents operate also alter 

incentives for individuals that make and implement these rules.  Very gradually and 

sometimes almost imperceptibly, they alter the institutions and the institutional 

environment under which these policies operate.  Thus the effect of these policies 

changes over time and the effect of reforms depend on history. For instance the effect of 

removing a recently introduced (a year ago say) policy distortion can be quite different 

from that of removing the same distortion imposed a decade ago. 3  

The second aspect of the dynamic effects of policy change on competition is its 

effect on the different dimensions of competition, namely the pressure to compete and the 

means or ability to compete.  In any given product or industry, policy success depends on 

the balance between the two sides of competition – on the output side and the input side 

(including factor markets).4  Different policy and institutional reforms operates to a 

different extent on these two sides, depending on existing institutions and policy 

distortions.  Increased competition in the output market puts pressure on producers to 

improve.  Increased competition in factor markets and inputs increases the ability of 

producers to compete.  The balance between the two determines how successful they are 

in meeting the challenges of competition and increasing productivity at the micro level.5  

This in turn determines the aggregate short term and medium term impact on total factor 

productivity and growth. 

                                                           
3 See also Virmani (2004b) or Virmani(2005b) or Virmani (2006) forthcoming.. 
4  In a modern economy, virtually every output is an input into another output.  So the extent of impact and 
its timing (lags) cannot be finely calibrated. 
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The growth analysis of this paper has a strong affinity to the ‘implementation 

innovation (copying/catch-up)’ aspects of the “Schumpeterian Growth Theory” of 

Aghion and Hewitt (1998, 2005).  It is consistent with Rodrik (2005) that “first-order 

economic principles……do not map into unique policy packages. Reformers have 

substantial room for creatively packaging these principles into institutional designs that 

are sensitive to local opportunities and constraints.”6  Pritchett’s (2005) argues that there 

is a difference between “policy” and “policy actions,” and the former is a mapping from 

the latter to the states of the world. Economic agents may have different “beliefs” about 

this mapping depending on the ‘direct apparatus of policy making’ and ‘common 

institutions’ and these ‘expectations’ influence the outcome of the policy change.  One 

implication of his hypothesis, that the same policy may have different outcomes if the 

institutions and the history that shape economic agents beliefs/ expectation are different, 

is similar to that of Virmani (2004b, 2005b).7 This is because the institutions and the 

beliefs and expectations of economic agents themselves get changed over time. 

Section 7 concludes the paper by summarising the important lessons of the Indian 

development experience. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
5 The ability of entrepreneurs to compete may also vary across regions (e.g. Asia relative to Latin America 
and Africa) and across countries in the same region (e.g. India and ethinic Chinese countries relative to 
others).  There are also policy determined differences, e.g. foreign substitutes in the form of FDI.  
6 Rodrik(2005) also concludes that there is a difference between policy and institutional reforms needed for 
initiating Growth and those needed for Sustaining growth.  This also seems at first glance to be consistent 
with our analysis. 
7 World Bank(2005) comes to similar conclusions.  Because of an oversight the reference to the author’s 
paper has been mixed up in the first version of this publication.  The correct reference in Virmani(2004b). 
Virmani (2006) forthcoming can also be referred to on this issue. 
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2 POLICY REGIME & PERFORMANCE 

As analysed in Virmani (2004c) there have been two phases in India’s 

development history since independence.  These phases were characterised by two 

different policy regimes.  The period of 30 years from 1950–51 to 1979–80 was the phase 

of socialist experimentation, in which the “Indian version of socialism” was developed 

and instituted. The second phase of economic development started at the beginning of the 

eighties (1980-81) and continues till today.  This was the phase of “Market 

experimentation,” in which the oppressive control regime set up during the first phase 

was modified and physical controls gradually removed. 

2.1 Regime characteristics 

2.1.1 Indian Version of Socialism 

The defining policy characteristics of this phase of Indian development were the 

introduction and enhancement of the Import substituting Industrialisation strategy (ISI), 

the restriction and elimination of the freedom of economic agents to compete in many 

industries and sectors and the extension of government into more and wider areas of 

economic and social activity with a corresponding and progressive neglect of the 

fundamental job of government.    

The Industrial Policy resolution of 1948 (IPR 1948) spelt out the basic framework 

for the evolution and development of the Indian version of socialism. It divided Industry 

into four categories:  

(1) State Monopoly (3: Defence, atomic energy, railway). 
(2) Mixed sector (6: Aircraft, Ship building, Telecom equipment, Mineral oil, 

coal, iron), 
(3) Govt control (18 industries) 
(4) Private enterprise.   

The Industries (development and Regulation) Act of 1952 gave the State legal 

power to implement this approach.  War-time import controls were periodically 

liberalised and re-tightened after independence. The Import Control Order (1955) 

continued this policy. The Industrial Policy Resolution of 1956 expanded the objective of 
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ID&RA (1952) to one of establishing a “Socialistic Pattern of Society.” It also elaborated 

the objective of developing heavy industry and machine building sectors and re-

emphasised the objective of expanding the public sector and assisting the small and 

cottage industries through direct and indirect means. More concretely, it expanded the 

State Monopoly sector from 6 to 17 industries and the mixed sector to 12 industries. 

The Industrial Policy resolution of 1956 reduced Industry into three categories:  

(1) State Monopoly (Schedule A): Of the 17 industries 4 were exclusive to 
government (defence, atomic energy, railway, air transport). In 13 all new 
units were to be set up by the government but existing private units could 
continue. These were Electricity (generation & distribution), Telecom 
equipment, Aircraft, Ship building, Heavy machinery & machine tools, Heavy 
electrical equipment, Iron & Steel; Mineral Oil, Coal, Mining (major 
minerals), non-ferrous metals (Cu, Pb, Zn, Sn, Mo, Wf) manufacture. 

(2) Mixed sector (Schedule B), 12 industries where the State would increasingly 
establish new units and increase participation but private sector could also set 
up new units. 

(3) Private enterprise. 

Chakravarty (1987) presents a detailed exposition of the underlying economic 

rationale and documents some of the ideological and political factors.  This phase was 

characterised by a conscious effort to increase the role of the State in the economy 

(commanding heights). This was perhaps a reflection of what Chakravarty (1987) calls a 

“profoundly interventionist economic philosophy” prevailing at the time among the 

intellectuals including Pandit Jawhar Lal Nehru.  He states that given similar perceptions 

of the reasons for India’s “structural backwardness” (which he presents), “even a more 

pragmatically inclined politician than Nehru could well have opted for the same set of 

arrangements for promoting economic development.”   

The expansion of the State’s role took place through multiple channels including 

nationalisation of industries and financial institutions, reservation of sectors for the 

government (public sector) investment in infrastructure and other production activities, 

legislative measures to control and direct private activity and micro-equity driven tax 

systems with high rates. The underlying socialist philosophy (Marxist/ Leninist/ Stalinist/ 

Fabian) was constrained by strong belief in genuine people’s democracy. The 

Mahalanobis model was the organising framework for planning and policy.  Import 
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substituting industrialisation (import control), capital goods production by the Public 

sector and reservation of employment intensive industries for traditional (handloom) and 

small-scale sectors were some of its characteristics.  A flavour of the policy actions taken 

during this period, especially those relating to industry and external sectors is given in 

Chart 1(appendix).  Though a few reforms did take place during this phase, these were 

few and far between. Thus 89 agriculture related industries were de-licensed in 1965-66, 

price & distribution controls on steel (which was largely in the public sector) removed in 

1967-68 and automatic expansion allowed in 25 (engineering industries) out of 40 core 

industries in 1975. 

Looking back, it is clear that there was an inherent assumption that market failure 

was a serious underlying problem, that the private sector could not be trusted and that the 

public sector would produce economic and socially superior outcomes. Though the mix 

of measures used varied over the phase, the vital role of competition as a disciplining 

force on producers and the concept of modern regulation as against bureaucratic control 

was sorely missing through out the first phase of economic development.   

2.1.2 Experiments in Market Reform 

This policy phase has been characterised by, (a) the move from Import 

substituting industrialisation to export promotion and from thence to broader import 

liberalisation and by, (b) The restoration of the freedom to compete followed by a move 

to restore competition in different sectors and markets.    

The process of industrial and import-export de-control and easing of investment 

restrictions started during this phase.  Initially, this process was driven by practical 

experience of policy failure and visible damage to the economy. It was consequently very 

selective and case-by-case. As K.N. Raj (1986), pointed out there was no official 

resolution or statement about the ‘new economic policy’, which saw “certain changes in 

policy initiated in stages over the…”  Reforms focussed on industrial de-control, import 

controls, particularly imported items required by exporters and tax rates.  There were also 

isolated reforms related to financial sector and capital markets (Chart 2, appendix). 
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A more comprehensive and integrated view of market reforms was formulated in 

the nineties, with wider and deeper reforms initiated in 1991-92 (Virmani (2002b, 

2004a).  The pace of reforms is commonly agreed to have accelerated during the nineties.  

This is indeed so in terms of the absolute number/amount or per cent of existing market 

distortions removed.  However, if we invert the perspective and consider the (limited) 

freedom available to economic agents at the start of the reforms, the reforms during the 

eighties expanded this freedom by a large per cent of available freedom.  From this 

perspective the per cent expansion of freedom was perhaps only a little greater during the 

nineties (numerical illustration in footnote).8   

Economic agents in developing countries adjust to controls either by reducing 

certain activities (as per conventional market economics) or by moving these activities 

underground (i.e. into the black economy).  Removal of controls therefore has two 

effects. It stimulates certain activities and brings some activities from the black to the 

white economy.  The latter can in principle occur much more quickly than the former. 

Further, excessive controls are more likely to drive activity underground than moderate 

ones.  Thus reduction from high level of controls will quickly bring the economy over-

ground and thus show a higher impact on measured outcomes.  If we bring in 

deterioration of governance (including corruption) into the picture other interesting 

phenomenon arise, such as the ‘Governance Paradox’ and the ‘Inverse Governance 

Paradox’ (Virmani (2004b), (2005a)).  Thus if the quality of governance is deteriorating 

the black economy becomes greyer over time and the direct negative effect of controls 

declines.  Thus when the controls are removed the immediate visible impact is much 

smaller.  On the other hand the indirect effects on entrepreneurship and innovation 

cumulate gradually over time (negative effects after imposition of distortion, positive 

after removal). 

                                                           
8 For instance if the controls on industry were 80 out of a potential 100, then the degree of freedom was 20.  
A reduction of controls by 10 (say) would reduce the controls by 12.5% but expand freedom by 50%.  A 
subsequent reduction of controls by 20 (twice the amount) would reduce controls by 28.6% (more than 
double the rate) and freedom by 66.7%. 
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2.2 Impact on Growth and Poverty 

As these two policy regimes prevailed over fairly long periods of about 30 years 

(phase I) and 25 years (phase II) respectively we can obtain an idea of their impact by 

examining the average performance over these two phases/periods.  The contrast between 

the economic performances during the two policy regimes is stark (Table 1).  During the 

phase characterised by the Indian version of socialism, GDP growth was slow and 

poverty increased.  In the phase of market reform economic growth accelerated sharply 

and poverty declined substantially. 

The economy grew at an average rate of 3.5% per annum during the first phase.  

This placed us in the bottom quintile of the global growth ranking. India was at 60th 

position out of a group of 74 large & medium countries for which GDP data is available 

from 1960 onwards.  The cut-off value for medium size is taken at GDP in purchasing 

power parity of $15 billion in 2002. Only 19% of these countries had a worse growth 

performance than us. 

To see how the average individual fared we have to look at the growth of GDP per capita.    

Per capita GDP growth averaged 1.3% per annum during this phase.  This placed us at 

66th in the group of 76 large-medium countries for which data is available.  Only 13% of 

the countries had a performance worse than ours.  The proportion of people below the 

poverty line, the Head Count Ratio (HCR), increased by an average 0.2 per cent point per 

annum during this phase (figure 1).  As there are no official poverty data available for 

most of this phase, we use the World Bank poverty data set (Denninger & Squire (1996)). 

The co-efficient of variation in growth was also very high at 1.0. According to Thomas 

and associates (2000) the high variability of incomes has an adverse impact on the quality 

of life of the common person. 
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Table 1: Comparative Economic Performance During Two Development Phases 
   (Average Growth Rate of variable during the period) 

 Phase=> I: Indian Socialism II: Market Reform 
 Period=> 1951-2 to 1979-80 1980-1 to 2003-4 

No
. 

Variable   

1  GDP at factor cost 3.5% 5.8% 
2    World rank in GDP growth 60/74* 9/88 
3  Per capita GDP 1.3% 3.7% 
4   World rank in per capita growth 66/76* 9/88 
5  Poverty rate (HCR) 0.2% -0.8% 
    

6 GDPgr: Co-efficient of Variation 1.0 0.3 
7 Rainfall: Difference from mean 0.5% -1.8% 
   Contribution to GDP growth -0.03% -0.08% 

8  Total Factor Productivity Growth 0.9% 2.7% 
    

9  Consumption: Private 3.2% 4.6% 
10  Consumption: Government 5.8% 6.0% 

    
11  Investment: Total 6.1% 6.3% 
12   Investment: Public 7.5% 2.4% 
13   Investment: Private 3.6% 8.7% 
14   Investment: Fixed 4.8% 6.2% 
15     Machinery 6.6% 8.8% 
16     Structures 4.4% 4.5% 
17     Private (fixed) 3.6% 8.7% 
18    Electricity, Gas & Water 15.2% 4.4% 
19    Railways 2.4% 3.7% 
20    Communications 9.7% 11.5% 

    
21 Real Interest Rate: SBI -1.7% 7.8% 
22 Real Exchange Rate: Pt/Pnt 0.3% -0.3% 
23 REER (35 country, trade weightd) -2.3% -1.0% 

    
24 Price of Crude Oil 15.8% 2.4% 
25 Relative Price of Machinery 3.6% -1.6% 

   
 Note: * Global data available from1960 only  
 Sources: NAS, WDI; World Bank & Planning Commission(poverty data) 
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Figure 1: Poverty as measured by the Head Count Ratio (Phase I) 

 

 The GDP growth rate was significantly higher during phase II averaging 5.8% per 
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GDP almost tripled to 3.7% per annum.  This led to a dramatic improvement in our 
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reform led to a dramatic improvement in economic growth and poverty reduction both 

with respect to our past performance and also as measured against global benchmarks.  

The dramatic increase in per capita GDP growth was driven by a tripling of the rate 

of growth of total factor productivity, from an average of 0.9% per annum during phase I 

to 2.7% per annum during phase II (Table 1).  Though the rate of growth of investment 

remained virtually unchanged (increasing marginally from 6.1% to 6.3%), the growth of 

capital stock accelerated from 3.6% per annum to 5.4% per annum. Consequently the rate 

of growth of capital per worker (capital deepening) doubled to 2.7% per year from 1.4% 

per year. There was also a change in the structure of investment from government to the 

private sector with rate of growth of the former decelerating sharply from 7.5% to 2.4% 

and that of the latter doubling.  There was also an important shift from investment in 

structures to that in machinery and equipment, with the growth in latter accelerating to 

8.8% per annum during phase II from 6.6% per year during phase I.  The change in the 

pattern of investment was supported by a change in the pattern of demand from 

government consumption to private consumption.  The rate of growth of private 

consumption increased from 3.2% per year to 4.6%. 

3 INDIAN SOCIALISM 

The phase of Indian Socialism can be further sub-divided into two sub-phases. 

Though these sub-phases differ in their rate of growth, the difference in growth is not 

statistically significant, once the break in growth between phases I and II is accounted 

for.  The sub-phases are however significant from the policy perspective, as the 

difference in policy between these two sub-phases helps in refining the policy lessons. 

3.1 Quest For Commanding Heights 

During this sub-phase the policy of the Public (government) sector occupying the 

so-called “Commanding heights” of the economy was devised and implemented. This 

had the effect of (artificially) creating public monopolies and progressively eliminating 

competition from many sectors of the economy. This approach was part of the 

                                                                                                                                                                             
9 The other significant decline was that in the CV of construction. 
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Mahalanobis model of development, whose second pillar was import substituting 

industrialisation. 

The policy approach was first outlined in the Industrial policy resolution of 1948 

and given legal backing through the Industries Development and Regulation Act of 1952. 

The span of control of ID&RA was ambitious (draconian!), with every industry required 

to obtain a license (from 1953) for any investment above Rs. 1 lakh.10  Licensing of all 

industries was, however, soon found to be administratively infeasible and licensing 

restricted to those industries employing 50 (100) or more people with (without) power.  

The exemption limit was also raised to Rs. 10 lakh in 1960 and further to Rs. 25 lakh in 

1963. 

The definition of commanding heights was expanded via the Industrial policy 

Resolution of 1956.  Besides the State monopolies in Defence (arms, ammunition etc), 

Atomic energy, Railway and Air transport, public monopolies were created over time in 

Power, Telecommunication, Aircraft & Ship building, Heavy machinery and electrical 

equipment, Metals (Iron & steel & non-ferrous) and minerals (petroleum oil, coal and all 

major minerals).  Government companies were created in 12 other industries. These 

competed with the Private sector on a non-level playing field tilted heavily towards the 

public sector.  Special advantages included government guarantees for debt, priority in 

allocation of (domestic & import) controlled goods, services, technology and finance, 

purchase preferences and other direct and indirect benefits. 

Given the focus of the Mahalanobis strategy on capital-intensive industry and 

mining, it was clear that such a policy would not be conducive to employment 

generation.11  This was sought to be counter balanced by a policy of employment 

generation through traditional small and cottage industries.  The SSI policy reserved 

these industries for the small-scale sector; medium-large industry was banned from 

investing in such industries if the investment needed was above a defined threshold.  

Thus a dualistic industrial structure was (deliberately) fostered. 

                                                           
10 1 lakh =100,000. Initially 37 industries, extended to 70 industries during 1952 itself. 
11 Dare one say obsession! 
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Some of the most advanced labour legislation was put in place at or soon after 

independence, perhaps more advanced than ever seen in a country at India’s level of per 

capita income/development.  This included the Industrial Disputes Act 1947 (covering all 

‘workers’ with salary up to Rs. 500 per month & dealing with disputes, strikes & lock 

outs and retrenchment), The Minimum Wages Act, 1948 (govt prescription of minimum 

wages), the Employee Sate Insurance Act, 1948 (injuries, medical requirements) and the 

Employees Provident Fund Act, 1952 (retirement benefits). 

What was the outcome of this policy approach during the sub-phase IA from  

1950–51 to 1964–65?  Though economic growth was impressive when benchmarked 

against the colonial past it was quite poor compared to what others were able to achieve 

during the same period.  Growth accelerated sharply from the pre-independence levels, to 

an average of 4.1% per annum.  About 0.45% of this is however due to unusually 

favourable weather, which resulted in mean monsoon rainfall to average about 4% above 

the long term mean.  Nevertheless, even the adjusted (for rainfall) average growth of 

3.6% represented a tripling of the colonial high of 1.5% during the pre-war years 1990 to 

1913.12  Though impressive compared to the past, even the unadjusted growth rate of 

4.1% at 39th was in the middle ranks of the 74 large-medium countries for which data is 

available for 1960 to 1964.  Average income grew by 2.0% per year, a performance that 

at 41st ranked well below the median of this set of countries. On average 52.5% of the 

population was poor during this sub-phase (table 2). 

Total factor productivity (TFPG) grew by 1.6% per annum (Table 2).  Of the 

2.4% per annum growth in net domestic product (NDP) per worker, TFPG contributed 

68% while capital deepening (fixed capital per worker) contributed 13% with the rest 

accounted for by good rainfall.  In this sub-phase investment grew strongly at 7.9% per 

annum led by the growth of government investment at 11.6% per annum.  As a result, the 

share of public sector in the total capital stock grew from an estimated 10.7% at the 

beginning of 1950-51 to 35.7% at the end of 1964-65. The driving force for productivity 

growth was the rapid (9.7% per annum) growth in investment in machinery. 

                                                           
12 As measured by the rate of growth of the GDP at factor cost at 1993-94 prices. The rate of growth using 
the GDP-at-market-price series is 4.4% per annum. 
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Table 2: Comparative Performance in Sub-phases of Indian Socialism 
                 (Average annual growth rate during sub-phase, unless otherwise specified) 
 

Phase=>  I A:Commanding Heights  I B: Leg-Bureaucratic Soc 
Period=> 1951-2 to 1964-65 1965-66 to 1979-80 

Variable   
 GDP at factor cost 4.1% 2.9% 
   World rank in GDP growth 39/74* 63/74 
 Per capita GDP 2.0% 0.6% 
  World rank in per capita growth 41/74* 67/74 
 Poverty rate (Avg. HCR-level) 50.5% 55.4% 

   
 Co-efficient of Variation of GDPgr 0.6 1.5 
Rainfall: Difference from mean 4.0% -2.7% 
  Contribution to GDP growth 0.44% -0.48% 
 Total Factor Productivity Growth 1.6% 0.2% 

   
 Consumption: Private 3.7% 2.8% 
 Consumption: Government 6.6% 5.1% 

   
 Investment: Total 7.9% 4.5% 
  Investment: Public 11.6% 3.7% 
  Investment: Private 3.5% 3.8% 
  Investment: Fixed 6.5% 3.2% 
    Machinery 9.7% 3.7% 
    Structures 5.8% 3.2% 
    Private (fixed) 3.5% 3.8% 

   
Real Interest Rate: SBI -0.3% -4.1% 
Real Exchange Rate: Pt/Pnt -0.1% 0.7% 
REER (35 country, trade weighted) -2.9% -0.6% 

   
Price of Crude Oil 0.9% 29.7% 
Relative Price of Machinery 5.1% 2.2% 
   
Ratio: Export/GDP  4.1% 
Note: * Global data available from1960 only  
Sources: NAS, WDI, World Bank Poverty data.  
 
 

3.2 Legislative-Bureaucratic Socialism 
Having captured the “commanding heights” in sub-phase IA from 1950-1 to 

1964-65, the State/ruling establishment turned its attention to controlling the 

organised/modern private sector even in areas which it had been allowed to operate, areas 

not earlier considered to lie on the peaks.  The nature, width and depth of the control and 

interference in the private sector and entrepreneurship, was unprecedented for a market 
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economy (i.e. one in which private agents owned a large proportion of total assets). Many 

fast growing East and South East Asian economies, such as S. Korea, Singapore and 

Taiwan had a fairly large Public sector, including government owned banks, but none 

stifled private initiative and competition in the way that India did during this sub-period. 

Despite twenty five years of reform, the legacy of this supremely misguided interference 

is still with us.   

The second major failure of intellectual leadership during this sub-phase was to 

ignore the lessons that the NICs (S Korea; Taiwan, China; Singapore) had learned, that it 

was time to move on from ISI to export promotion (EP).  Indian policy, in contrast 

moved after a short reversal following the crises of the mid-sixties in the other direction. 

A widening of Import controls into a virtual principle that the import of anything that was 

produced in India would automatically be restricted or banned. 

 A spate of restrictive laws and rules were introduced during the Legislative-

bureaucratic sub-phase from 1965-66 to 1979-80.   The Monopolies and Restrictive 

Practices Act 1969 (MRTP) was introduced to control the family owned “large industrial 

houses.” The Nationalisation of the 14 largest banks in 1971 was followed by the 

nationalisation of general insurance in 1972 so as to control the major sources of 

investment funds for the private sector.13  The notorious ‘convertibility clause’ was 

introduced (1978) into loans provided by the Public Financial institutions to private 

industry allowing the former to convert loans into equity.14  The copper industry, coking 

& non-coking coal mines, refractory and the Indian Iron & Steel Company were 

nationalised during 1971 to 1973.  The Foreign Exchange Regulation Act 1973 was 

introduced to control the equity holding of foreign investors in Indian industry. Labour 

laws and procedures were tightened.  For instance, for the first time prior permission of 

the state government was required for retrenchment of workers in firms with 300 or more 

employees (1978-9).15  SSI reservation was extended to modern small-scale industry for 

the first time in 1967-68 (with the threshold limit for reservation being Rs 7.5 lakh).16  

                                                           
13 See Patel (2002), chapter 5, for a description of how the nationalisation happened and the subsequent 
public reaction. 
14 A ‘Democles sword’ to ensure political pliability! 
15 Earlier they were only required to report to the government their intent to retrench (on a ‘last come first 
go’ rule). The number of employees for this rule to apply was changed to 100 in 1982. 
16 Since 1966. 
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The list of SSI reserved industries was progressively expanded during this sub-phase, 

thus reducing the scope for medium-large industry further (Chart 1 in appendix). The 

maximum marginal rate of income tax was 78% in 1975-76, with the effective marginal 

tax on the return to capital around 97% because of the simultaneous application of wealth 

tax on capital assets.  The climate for private investment thus continued to deteriorate 

during this sub-phase (1965-6 to 1979-80).   

During this sub-phase, there were also a few modest steps towards liberalisation 

of licensing.  These included, (i) de-licensing of 42 agro-industries. (ii) A progressive rise 

in the investment/asset limit for compulsory licensing, from Rs 25 lakh at the start of the 

sub-phase to Rs. 3 crore at the end. (iii) Permission for automatic expansion of licensed 

capacity (5% per year) for 25 engineering industries included in the set of 40 core 

industries.  There was also some relaxation in the severity of the Import control regime, 

though it occurred in fits and starts and with periodic reversals (chart 1).  

In 1976 the Congress (Indira) party government took on the pampered labour 

unions for the first time by breaking the railway strike.  In 1977 a government headed by 

the erstwhile leader of the right wing of the Congress party and including the Bharatiya 

Janata Party (BJP) an offshoot of the Jana Sangh, a right wing party took power.  The 

government, however, also included socialist who introduced FERA and ‘Gandhians’ 

who distrusted State socialism and wanted fewer “controls and subsidies,” but went along 

with ‘Swadeshi’ external (protectionist) policies. Though the modest liberalisation may 

have had some effect on the efficiency of existing producers, it was not enough to halt the 

deterioration in the investment climate.  The one step forward, two step backward, nature 

of the changes reduced the credibility of policy reforms. 

As a consequence of these policies, rules and procedures, Indian governance 

acquired the appellation, "Licence-Permit-Quota Raj.” The growth rate fell to an average 

of 2.9% per annum.  This rate was well below the so-called “Hindu Rate of Growth” and 

took India to the bottom 15% of the growth rankings: At 64th position out of a set of 74 

countries for which data is available.  Our relative per capita performance was even 

worse, with the average growth of income falling to 0.6% per annum, less than a third of 

its value in the previous sub-phase (2%).  This put us at 67th position among the 74 

countries, with only six (10%) countries performing worse than us.  The percentage of 
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population below the poverty line increased to an average of 55.4% during this sub-phase 

from 50.5% in the previous sub-phase.  This sub-phase was therefore bad for both growth 

and poverty. 

The weather was however, significantly unfavourable during this sub-phase, with 

average rainfall about 2.7% below the long run average.  This resulted in the loss of an 

estimated 0.48% per annum of growth during this sub-phase.  If we adjust for this poor 

rainfall, the underlying (adjusted) growth rate was about 3.4% per annum, marginally 

lower than the rainfall adjusted growth rate in sub-phase IA.  Nevertheless it can be said 

that the interventionist government policy was not able to provide any corrective to this 

rainfall-induced reduction in the growth rate. Ironically therefore our analysis confirms 

that there was an underlying rate of growth of around 3.4% to 3.6% for the Indian 

economy during 1950-1 to 1979-80 that is better described as the “Indian Socialist Rate 

of growth” than a “Hindu rate of Growth.” 

The decline in growth during this sub-phase was associated with a decline of total 

factor productivity growth from 1.6% per annum in sub-phase IA to 0.6% per annum in 

sub-phase IB. Thus the decline in average growth of per capita income by 1.4% point was 

equal to the decline in TFPG.  Though there was a growth of capital per worker this was 

just enough to offset the decline in growth due to rainfall.  Bad weather reduced the rate 

of growth of net domestic product per worker by an average of less than 0.5% point, 

while the increase in NDP per worker contributed an average of 0.6% per annum during 

this sub-phase. 

The poor rainfall in sub-phase IB appears to have affected overall GDP growth 

through its direct effect on agriculture. Agricultural growth declined from 3.1% per 

annum in sub-phase IA to 1.5% per annum in sub-phase IB.  If we adjust for the effect of 

rainfall on GDP from agriculture, the adjusted (underlying) growth rate of agriculture 

was 2.9% per annum and 2.2% per annum in the two sub phases respectively.  The 

underlying decline in agriculture growth between the two sub-phases was therefore about 

0.7%, while the underlying (adjusted) decline in overall GDP was about 0.2%.  From the 

national income identity, a change in growth of any sector directly affects total GDP (e.g. 

0.7*(1/3) = 0.2).   
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This accounting arithmetic does not however give us an explanation for what is 

driving the growth of the economy as a whole.  For this we need to determine the effect 

of agriculture growth, not driven by rainfall fluctuations, on non-agriculture sector.  This 

requires some econometric analysis which is presented in section 7.  Some simple 

correlations illustrate the problem.  The co-efficient of variation between growth of  

agricultural GDP  and overall GDP growth is 0.86, but falls to 0.73 if we use the rainfall 

adjusted growth rates for both (i.e. it is much less than 1).  The co-efficient of variation 

between non-agriculture GDP and agriculture GDP is 0.13 and falls to an insignificant 

0.05 for rainfall adjusted growth rates.  These facts suggest that at best, higher 

agricultural growth (for any given level of rainfall) has no effect on non-agricultural 

growth and at worst could have a negative effect on overall growth, if such growth results 

from a shift of (government) resources from other sectors to agriculture. 

3.3 Lessons Of Government Failure 

The lessons from the analysis of sub-phases are as follows. 

During phase IB numerous policies were introduced in the name of the poor, the 

oppressed, the farmers, small scale industry and the less well off. These included, (1) 

Nationalisation of banks and insurance, (2) Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices 

Act, (3) Foreign Exchange regulation Act, (4) SSI Reservation of Modern industries and 

(5) Nationalisation of Coal, Steel, Copper and Textiles.  This slew of “socialist measures” 

neither improved the rate of growth of average per capita income nor helped in reducing 

poverty.  On the contrary the proportion of people below the poverty line (poverty ratio) 

increased during sub-phase IB. 

Lesson 2.1: The ‘socialist’ measures introduced between 1967-68 and 1973-74 

neither improved the rate of growth of per capita income nor helped reduce the 

proportion of people below the poverty line.  They may have played a role, along 

with deteriorating government monopolies (created in the 1950s), in increasing the 

poverty ratio. 

The neglect of irrigation and drought proofing in sub-phase IA, impacted growth in 

sub-phase IB when rainfall turned adverse.  These droughts accounted for an average 

decline in the aggregate growth rate of 0.5% per annum (relative to the base case with 
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normal rainfall).  The decline was a direct effect of rainfall on agriculture output.  

Because of the common property nature of water resources, the role of government 

remains important in creation of sustainable water systems. Yet government did not put 

sufficient effort into these aspects despite paying lip service to them.  

Lesson 2.2: Sustainable and efficient systems for water conservation, use and 

recharge remain essential for minimising the effect of rainfall on agriculture and on 

the rural population dependent on it.  

Most early development economists (including those with a Marxist bent), had 

emphasised the importance of shifting people from the low productive (land intensive, 

diseconomies of scale) agriculture sector to the high productivity (constant returns to 

scale) manufacturing sector.17  Agriculture was therefore relatively neglected during sub-

phase IA.  After the agriculture crises of 1965-66, some revisionist economists in India 

perhaps went too far in the other direction.18 

 Growth of GDP (TFP) in every sector affects aggregate GDP (TFP) growth 

through the aggregation identity, and therefore any variation in agriculture growth will 

also affect GDP growth.  The real question is the effect of agriculture growth on the 

growth of non-agriculture GDP.  It is found to be insignificant or negative once the effect 

of rainfall is accounted for.   

Lesson 2.3: Agriculture has not been a driver of growth in India and may have been 

a substitute.  Productivity growth through diversification and adoption of new 

technology nevertheless remains important, because information problems are more 

acute and consequently the role of government more important in agriculture. 

The rainfall-induced slowdown in the growth of the economy reduced government 

revenues and forced government to reduce government expenditure.  The government 

choose to reduce the rate of government investment growth and maintain the rate of 

growth of government consumption.  

                                                           
17 Though the USA emphasised the importance of Agriculture for the Asian economies (e.g. Taiwan), the 
USSR squeezed agriculture to push the growth of Industry (‘Scissors crises’)! 
18 Creating self sufficient  “Village Republics” with agriculture as the core. 
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4 MARKET REFORMS 
The basic philosophy of economic development that had prevailed since 

independence began to be questioned in the late seventies. The first harbinger of change 

was perhaps the braking of the railway strike in 1976 by the avowedly pro-poor Prime Minister 

Mrs. Indira Gandhi.  The change continued with the coming to power in 1977 of the so called 

‘right-wing’ political parties such as the Congress (O) and the Jan Sangh/BJP (though some of 

the coalition partners were Indian socialists the PM was a pro-capitalist opponent of Mrs Indira 

Gandhi).    A questioning of the traditional development approach was implicit in the reports of 

the P C Alexander Committee on Export-Import Policy and the Dagli Committee on 

Controls and Subsidies. These reports were submitted in 1978, but with the fall of the 

Janata Dal government in 1979 few reforms materialised.  One of the few noteworthy 

liberalisation measures during the Janata regime was the raising of the investment licensing 

limit under IDR&A to Rs. 3 crore.  These committees however crystallised the doubts that 

many people had begun to have about the previous approach.   

Anyone who had any direct experience of controls was aware of the evasion & 

corruption, rent seeking & rent creation associated with them.19  Yet few academics and 

intellectuals either recognised or were willing to admit publicly, that this ‘Indian 

socialist’ policy framework was undermining the quality of all governing institutions.  

This included both market complementing institutions such as the revenue department 

(CBDT, CBEC) as well as Market subtracting/substituting institutions such as licensing 

authorities [Virmani (2004b) (2005b)].  The decline in the former had long lasting 

negative effects on economic performance while deterioration of the latter likely 

increased the rate of growth of the economy during the eighties (see Governance 

Paradox op cit). 

4.1 External And Domestic Liberalisation 
  Policy reform during the first sub-phase of the phase of Market reform 

experimentation were characterised by two themes; the move to an Export Promotion 

strategy and the progressive restoration of the freedom of entrepreneurs to compete. The 

gradual nature of these reforms was referred to by us a decade and half ago as 

                                                           
19 As personal income tax was applicable to a small proportion of the population even fewer knew about the 
irreversible evasion-corruption effects (hysterisis) that was to permanently weaken the tax bureaucracy. 
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“Tinkerisation.” Subsequent analysis suggests that the pace of reforms during this decade 

was not so misaligned with the ‘optimal.’ These reforms were driven by necessity (slow 

export & manufacturing growth), pragmatism (trial and error, incremental change), 

personal observation of market economies and business drive.  Though the architects of 

the 1990s reforms were in government during the 1980s they did not have the authority in 

the 1980s that they did in the 1990s. The policies that had clearly failed in India were 

modified and where the modification appeared to work the degree of change was 

increased (e.g. progressive increase of exemption levels).  The changes were based 

neither on macro-growth analysis nor on the growth policy experience of other 

countries.20  Consequently they appeared more ad hoc and limited. We know, however, 

from Tax theory that the welfare effects of tax distortions are non-linear i.e. they rise 

more than proportionately with the tax.  Thus we would expect the removal of the 

greatest, most visible, distortions (critical bottlenecks) to have a disproportionate positive 

effect on the economy’s performance. 

Reforms started after Mrs. Gandhi’s return to power in 1980 (with Mr. P C 

Alexander her Principle Secretary).  Economic reforms during the eighties attacked two 

major failings of the earlier policy regime: Domestic controls on production & 

investment and external trade controls & distortions.  Reforms during sub-phase IIA 

could be characterised as “Reforms by Stealth,” a term that become popular a decade 

later.  As K.N. Raj (1986), pointed out there was no official resolution or statement about 

the ‘new economic policy’, which saw “certain changes in policy initiated in stages over 

the last several months.”  From our current perspective, we can see that the implicit 

objective of these reforms was to free the domestic economy at a faster pace than the 

external, so as to prepare domestic entrepreneurs/industry to compete with foreign ones. 

Domestic reforms addressed the most glaringly harmful aspects of the previous 

policy framework.  The later included a policy that discouraged investment and 

production and limited the exploitation of economies of scale and scope so essential for 

technical change, productivity improvement and growth.  Starting in 1980-81 there was a 

                                                           
20 No body has claimed parentage of these reforms or asserted that they were based on a clearly articulated 
objective or policy approach. 
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gradual liberalisation of controls on prices, production, distribution and investment 

(detailed illustrative list in chart 2). Among the reforms undertaken were:  

(a) Price and distribution control on two important industries, cement and 
aluminium, still subject to control, was removed.   

(b) ‘Broad-banding’ expanded the variants and range of products that a given firm 
(licensed previously for a specific product) could produce.  Thus firms could 
(legally) exploit economies of scope for the first time. 

(c) The upper limits on how much an ID&R act licensee could produce, by adding 
some equipment or replacing old equipment with higher capacity new 
equipment, was gradually raised (to 5 crore in 1985, 15 crore in 1988). Thus 
firms could for the first time legally exploit new economies of scale as they 
emerged (from the technology/supply and demand side).  

(d) Greenfield investment was gradually de-licensed by progressively freeing 
specified sub-sets of industry from its ambit (i.e. expanding the positive list of 
de-licensed industries) and raising the value limit on investment below which 
no license was required.  This represented not just a change in the approach to 
economic growth but a freeing of the fundamental instrument of growth.  

(e) For the list of industries reserved for investment by the Small Scale Sector, the 
investment value limit was raised so as to allow SSI to exploit economies of 
scale.21   

(f) The positive list of MRTP exempt industries was expanded and the investment 
value limit (above which a licence was required even for industries in the 
positive list) was raised progressively.  As only such MRTP groups had the 
resources and risk taking ability to invest in large capital-intensive industry, 
where economies of scale are most critical for competitiveness.  These 
industries were therefore implicitly decontrolled. 

 
The overall effect of these reforms was to greatly increase the degree of domestic 

competition in the economy, contrary to what Rodrik and Subramanian (2004) have 

asserted.  These reforms represented a fundamental change in India’s development 

philosophy.  A concrete recognition that the jungle of controls put in place during phase I 

was not contributing to any of the objectives that they were supposed to achieve.   

Other domestic reforms included a reduction in corporate income, personal income 

and wealth tax rates and on Estate duty (inheritance tax). In 1975-76 the maximum 

marginal rate (MMR) on personal income rate (PIT) was approximately 78%.  The 

effective rate of tax on income from capital was almost 100% because of the existence of 

a wealth tax.  The reduction in these extortionate rates began with a lowering of the 

                                                           
21 Though the list of SSI reserved industries was expanded from 500 to 800 most of this was the result of 
greater dis-aggregation of the list (by replacing generic term for product X with a longer list of specific 
types of X). 
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maximum marginal rate on personal income to 62% in 1980-81.  Most other reductions 

followed after the election of 1984 (chart 2). The Central excise tax had by the end of the 

seventies become complex welter of rates.  For instance, excise tax rates on textile fibres 

and fabrics varied by denier, count, weight and material with as many as 30-50 different 

rates on textiles alone.  The Modified value added tax (MODVAT) was introduced in 

1986, to replace the multi-point Central excise tax.  

A modest beginning was also made on capital market reforms.  These domestic 

reforms were complemented by external reforms that represented a much clearer 

recognition that the import substitution strategy did not free the country from external 

dependence, high current account deficits and BOP problems.22 

4.1.1 Import Substitution To Export Promotion 
External reforms during the 1980s followed the classical pattern of moving away 

from an Import Substituting Strategy to an export neutral regime (in which the bias 

against export was neutralised), traversed earlier by S Korea (1963+), Taiwan, China and 

the ASEAN countries. For exporters and producers of exportable goods, reforms in India 

included the following (details in chart 2):  

(a)  A substantial increase in the availability of imported inputs and capital goods 
through special schemes.  Among these were, Advance Licence (AL), 
Intermediate Advance Licence, Special Import License (SIL), Import Export 
Pass book scheme, Export Promotion Capital Goods Scheme (EPCG) and 
Tradable Replenishment (REP) Licenses. 

(b)  A reduction in tariffs on imported inputs & capital goods through duty free 
imports of the former and reduced duty import of the latter.  

(c)  Neutralisation of domestic input taxes (e.g. excise) and availability of domestic 
raw materials at world prices. 

(d)  Export production was exempted from investment licensing, location 
restrictions and restriction under MRTP policy.  The export obligation of firms 
was reduced so that they could use their facilities to produce according to 
market signals. 

(e) More export promotion zones (EPZs), which had simpler administrative 
procedures for duty free import. 

(f)  Special credit facilities & lower interest rates on pre and post-shipment credit. 
(g)  Reduced taxes on profits from exports of goods and services (professionals). 

 

                                                           
22 Trade liberalisation & reform experiments in phase I were under taken under the pressure of BOP crisis 
and Ad hoc policy decisions (listening to the cry “Try it you’ll like it”) and thus just as arbitrarily reversed. 
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Many of the measures ostensibly directed at exporters (e.g. EPCG and tradable 

REP license) also had the effect of making modern capital goods and critical inputs 

available to non-exporters and thus increased the efficiency of protection.23  The formal 

rigours of the general import control regime were simultaneously but gradually reduced. 

The scope of the comprehensive import control structure (quantitative restrictions) 

was gradually reduced on inputs and capital goods, without touching consumer goods and 

mixed/dual use (consumer-capital) goods. The positive list of capital goods on open 

general license (OGL), a misnomer for complete elimination of import controls/ 

quantitative restrictions, increased progressively from 76 items in 1979 to 1939 items in 

April 1990.  According to one estimate 32% of all imports were on OGL in 1987-88.  

These were primarily intermediate and capital goods not produced in the country (i.e. 

high equivalent tariffs) and would therefore be expected to have the greatest positive 

impact on the economy.  The restricted list of imports, which contained intermediate 

goods that were produced in insufficient quantity to meet domestic demand was also 

gradually expanded and made more flexible.  The scope of canalised imports, i.e. imports 

that had to be made through government/public sector firms, was also reduced. 

Import tariff rates on inputs and capital goods were simultaneously raised.  The rise 

in nominal tariffs, such as the increase in average (effective) tariff rate on capital goods 

from 37% in 1973-74 to 63% in 1988-89, have been viewed as increasing import 

protection.  In our judgement the effect of the tariff increases on inputs & capital goods 

during the 1980s was (by and large) to close the gap between the equivalent tariff (arising 

from QRs) and the nominal tariffs that existed in the 1970s.24  These in turn reduced rents 

improved the efficiency of the remaining rationing and increased the tariff collection rate 

(from non-POL imports) from 30% in the late 1970s to 61% in 1986-87.  This is reflected 

in the fact that the real exchange rate (Pt/Pnt) depreciated by 0.3% per year during sub-

phase IIA after appreciating by 0.7% per annum during the previous sub-phase IB 

(Tables 2 & 3).25  

                                                           
23 Further any producer could import any item by purchasing exports from genuine exporters (by paying an 
exporter a commission to channel exports through his firm), even though this was not clearly legal. 
24 In a proportion of cases (say 10%), effective protection must also have increased.  
25 During phase IIA, there was also a modest liberalisation of technology imports and of areas in which 
Foreign direct investment was allowed. 
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Table 3 : Comparative Performance During Sub-Phases of Market Reform 
 

Phase=>  II A: Basic Reform  II B: Wider Reform 
Period=> 1980-1 to1991-2 1992-3 to 2003-4 

Variable   
 GDP at factor cost 5.5% 6.1% 
   World rank in GDP growth 12/88 9/107 
 Per capita GDP 3.2% 4.1% 
  World rank in per capita growth 14/88 9/107 
 Poverty rate (HCR-level) 38.0% 35.3% 

   
 Co-efficient of Variation of GDPgr 0.5 0.2 
Rainfall: Difference from mean -1.7% -1.9% 
  Contribution to GDP growth -0.08% -0.08% 
 Total Factor Productivity Growth 2.6% 2.8% 

   
 Consumption: Private 4.5% 4.8% 
 Consumption: Government 6.0% 6.1% 

   
 Investment: Total 5.0% 7.6% 
  Investment: Public 2.9% 2.0% 
  Investment: Private 7.3% 10.3% 
  Investment: Fixed 5.6% 6.9% 
    Machinery 8.5% 9.2% 
    Structures 3.7% 5.4% 
    Private (fixed)   

   
Real Interest Rate: SBI 7.9% 7.8% 
Real Exchange Rate: Pt/Pnt -0.3% -0.4% 
REER (35 country, trade weighted) -2.7% 0.8% 

   
Price of Crude Oil -1.0% 5.8% 
Relative Price of Machinery -0.8% -2.6% 
   
Ratio: Export/GDP 4.9% 9.0% 
Note: * Global data available from1960 only  
Sources: NAS, WDI, Planning Commission Poverty data.  

 

As India’s external reforms in the 1980s followed broadly the same pattern as that 

of the ‘East Asian Miracle’ economies the growth spurt in these countries after the switch 

from pure Import substituting to Export promotion (export incentive) policy can serve as 

a benchmark.  The cut-off points for comparison are obtained from the World Bank 

(1993) study of that name and the pre-and post policy change growth rates compared.  
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Malaysia is an exception in that it moved from market led development to a combination 

of export promotion and import substitution, so that we do not expect a positive growth 

spurt. 

As China and India are not part of that study, China’s cut-off points are taken as 

identical to that of India. Vietnam is not included because pre-1980 data is not available.  

Table 4 shows that the growth spurt ranged from a low of 1.7% per annum in the case of 

Taiwan (China) to a high of 5.1% per annum in the case of Indonesia.  The Indian growth 

spurt is 2.6% per annum (according to the standardised WDI data), which is the median 

of the group of 7 Asian countries shown.  China’s growth spurt over the same two 

periods was almost identical at 2.7%. 

If we use the Indian data we can also estimate the policy induced, rainfall adjusted 

increase. The adjusted per capita GDP growth rate increased by 2.2% points, from 1.1% 

per year in phase IB to 3.3% per year in phase IIA.26  This is in the lower half of the set 

of Asian reformers.  The growth spurt in India may have been limited by the restrictive 

domestic policies (such as small scale industry reservation & restrictions on firing labour) 

whose removal would have complemented external reform/liberalisation.27 

Table 4: Growth Spurt in Asian Economies 
[From Import substitution (IS) to Export promotion (EP)] 

 Last IS 1960 X+1 End EP Growth 
Economy Year X to X* to Y year Y  Spurt 

 1 2 3 4 5=3-2 
Indonesia 1966 0.0 5.1 1973 5.1 
Singapore 1966 4.8 8.4 1979 3.7 
China 1979 4.9 7.7 1991 2.7 
India 1979 0.6 3.3 1991 2.6 
S. Korea 1960 3.3 5.7 1970 2.3 
Thailand 1980 4.1 6.2 1992 2.1 
Taiwan, China 1957 5.0 6.7 1972 1.7 

[From market led to IS cum EP policy] 
Malaysia 1970 3.5 4.4 1985 0.9 
 
Note:1) *=data for S. Korea in this column is for 1960-64, 
as WDI data is available only from 1960.  
2) Turning points are from World Bank (1993), except for 
India and China. 
 

                                                           
26 Or from an average of 1.3% per year in phase I to an average of 3.7% per annum in phase II i.e. by 2.4%. 
27 There may also have been other complementary domestic reforms in economies showing a larger spurt. 
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4.1.2 Embodied Technology and Factor Productivity 

The spurt in growth was driven mostly by a 1.7 per cent point acceleration in total 

factor productivity to 2.6% per annum [Virmani (2004d)].  Technology embodied in 

machinery appears to have played an important role in the spurt in TFPG.  The rate of 

growth of investment in Machinery and equipment more than doubled from 3.7% per 

annum during sub-phase IB to 9.9% per annum during sub-phase IIA (Tables 2 & 3).  

This raised the average share of machinery in gross fixed capital formation by 15.4% 

points between the two phases. As shown by De Long & Summers (1991, 1992, and 

1993) equipment investment is strongly co-related with long run growth.  Hendricks 

(2000) links this to relative prices of capital goods by modelling the effect of equipment 

prices and equipment investment.  We find that Indian case fits this theory as the relative 

price of machinery declined by 0.8% per annum during sub-phase IIA after rising by 

2.2% per annum during IB.28   

We know that the freeing of capital good imports improved the quality of capital 

goods (in terms of embodied technology) available to the domestic economy.  As 

analysed by Helpman and Krugmen (1985) access to foreign suppliers provides access to 

specialised capital goods, which by expanding the assortment of capital goods (and 

inputs) available for production raises TFPG (chapters 9 and 11).  An empirical 

evaluation would require hedonic price indices that take account of product quality and 

variety.  These have never been constructed for India.  We hypothesise that the quality-

adjusted price of capital goods declined at a faster rate than the nominal price during 

phase II.  Thus the increase in investment in machinery and the greater availability and 

use of higher quality equipment imports were important factors in the acceleration in 

growth during this sub-phase. 

Investment (gross capital formation) growth accelerated marginally from 4.5% per 

annum in sub-phase IB to 5.0% in sub-phase IIA. There was, however, a sharp 

acceleration in the rate of growth of private investment from 3.5% (3.6%) per annum 

during sub-phase IB (I) to 8.4% per annum during sub-phase IIA.  GDP from 
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manufacturing whose rate of growth had declined sharply during sub-phase IB 

accelerated by 2% points.  As TFPG increased by 2.1% points, policy reform linked 

productivity improvement drove the recovery in manufacturing.   

Levine and Renalt (1992) pointed out that exports as a percentage of GDP have a 

positive effect on growth.  As this effect disappears when investment is included it 

implies that trade acts through its effect on investment.  Tables 2 and 3 show that exports 

increased from 4.1% of GDP in sub-phase IB (1965-6 to 1979-80) to 4.9% of GDP in sub 

phase IIA (1980-1 to 1991-2).  Frankel and Romer decomposed the effect of trade on 

income into their indirect effect through capital deepening, education and TFP and found 

the greatest impact is through TFP.  Using the same methodology Alesina, Spolaore & 

Wacziarg (2003) found a positive effect of openness on growth of income per capita, 

with the effect being larger in smaller countries.  Wacziarg (2001) found that the effect of 

trade policies on growth occurred through investment (primary factor) and technology 

transmission.  

Thus on the supply side, liberalisation of production and investment, import 

liberalisation and more efficient tariffs combined to accelerate growth through higher 

total factor productivity growth.  This was complimented by increased private demand as 

private consumption growth rose from 2.8% (3.2%) per annum in sub-phase IB (phase I) 

to 4.5% per annum in sub-phase IIA.  The real price of oil declined as the rate of growth 

of the nominal oil price decelerated sharply (table 3). This acted like a reduction in 

external tax on citizens and stimulated domestic demand.29  

4.2 Wider Reform: Static vs. Dynamic Competition 
Though the main underlying reform themes in the second sub-phase of market 

reforms were a continuation of those started in the first sub-phase, the direction, emphasis 

and pace was altered sharply:  The move to an Export substituting strategy in the 

previous sub-phase was supplanted by and encompassed within an import liberalisation 

one.  This in turn was embedded within an overall strategy of eliminating restrictions & 

barriers to competition and progressively promoting competition. Static efficiency and 

welfare gains also received direct attention. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
28 As per theory we should use a quality adjusted price, but this is not available for India. 
29 Increasing tax evasion may have also contributed to this spurt. 
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The BOP crisis of 1990-1991 was turned into an opportunity for wider reforms.  

The architects of the 1990s reforms clearly understood the shortcomings of the socialist 

approach and appreciated the positive aspects of the market (a la the Miracle growth 

economies of East & S.E. Asia).30  These architects were in charge of the finance 

ministry, which had under its purview a substantial number of sectors needing reform 

(external, financial, taxation, fiscal, monetary policy).  The reform of these sectors could 

in principle be undertaken in a relatively integrated and comprehensive way, though 

institutional and political constraints affected its pace in different areas.  The widening 

and deepening of the reforms during the early 1990s was partly due to this fortunate 

development.   The main challenge for the reformers in the 1990s was to generate public 

and political support for these reforms, when few academics, administrators and 

politicians had a similar perspective.  The 1990-91 BOP crises helped in this process by 

making it easier to convince administrators & politicians that the old approach was not 

sustainable.31   

The economic response to the crises was two fold.  One was classical macro-

economic management of the Balance of Payment crises.  That is a combination of 

expenditure reduction, through a reduction of the fiscal deficit coupled with expenditure 

switching through a devaluation of the exchange rate.  The second was to change policies 

that were retarding productivity, private investment and growth.  The underlying 

approach was to remove controls and restrictions that were either limiting/distorting 

competition in product markets or limiting access to capital and technology.  The scope 

and content of the reforms was much wider than in the eighties. 

The sectors included manufacturing industry, Central infrastructure services 

(Telecom, ports), external sector, finance and taxation.  Industry and infrastructure were 

not connected with the Ministry of Finance and were characterised by a more 

opportunistic approach (in the sense of proposing and pushing reforms as the opportunity 

arose).  Industrial (manufacturing) decontrol and investment de-licensing (under the 

industry ministry), represented a completion, at an accelerated pace, of reforms that 

                                                           
30 See Virmani (2001, 2002d, 2003). 
31 At least in sectors where vested interests were relatively weak. 
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started in the late 1980s.32  Remaining controls on production and licenses on investment 

in manufacturing were rapidly removed.  Among the last to go, but highly significant, 

was the de-licensing of investment in consumer durable goods including automobiles 

(cars) and white goods in 1993-94.33  Specific industries, such as sugar, fertiliser and 

drugs, however, still remain under control.  Infrastructure sectors under the constitutional 

purview of the Central government were also government monopolies with strong vested 

interests and were reformed at a pace that depended much more on who headed these 

ministries and the interest taken by the Prime Minister. 

External reforms were aimed at reducing the enormous protection enjoyed by 

industry as well as to provide access to modern intermediate and capital goods.  They 

included QRs/import controls and tariff reduction.34 Controls on a large proportion of 

final consumer goods were not eliminated till 1999-2000.35  On the capital account side 

the most important steps were the removal of restrictions on flow of FDI and Foreign 

equity into India. Though the initial liberalisation was dramatic, a few restrictions 

remained in some sectors, which were then removed very gradually over time.  

Restrictions on import of technology were also lifted gradually along with those on 

capital goods imports, though limits remain on payment royalty (percentage of domestic 

and export sales).  Movement of foreign skilled personnel was made easier. The entire 

system of exchange rate management was transformed rapidly from a controlled one to a 

market oriented one a change that played a large role in the success of external sector 

reforms.36  

The financial system and capital markets were gradually de-controlled and the 

private sector / market forces allowed greater play within a newly introduced modern 

regulatory regime.  As the nationalised banking system was a virtual government 

monopoly this has affected the nature and pace of banking reform.  Tax reform proceeded 

at a much more gradual pace with the early focus on revenue neutral reduction in 

                                                           
32 The crises also made this possible, along with the presence in the industry ministry of a secretary and 
economic advisor who were convinced that this was the best way to promote manufacturing growth. 
33 A vast under-growth of controls also remains in virtually every sector and consequently subjective 
indices of economic freedom still classify India as mostly unfree.  
34 Tariff rates were till 2003-4 still however among the highest in the world.  
35 These were the only reforms in which timing was determined by external pressure, namely the DSP case 
at the WTO that forced India to give up use of the BOP clause for imposing import controls. 
36 See Virmani (2001, 2002d, 2003) for details. 
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marginal tax rates, which was expected to improve efficiency of the tax system and 

improve horizontal equity by raising voluntary compliance and reduction of tax evasion.  

Over time this was expected to raise revenue (list in appendix chart 3). Reform was 

gradually extended to excise and other taxes, but is still far from complete in any area. 

4.3 Lessons of Market Reform & Entrepreneurial Sucess 

India’s experiments with market reforms have thrown up lessons about the static 

and dynamic effects of reforms and of their timing and phasing.  These lessons depend on 

an understanding the nature of the economy that existed in 1979-80. Indian Planning and 

the Indian economy were very different from that of the USSR and the Soviet Bloc, 

which may be termed communist-socialist economies.  India’s economy was always a 

market economy but in 1970s, perhaps one of the most heavily controlled market 

economies in the World (whence the term Indian version of Socialism).  This has to be 

kept in mind when drawing lessons for other countries. 

It is important to distinguish between the static and dynamic effects of reforms.  

The former affects allocative efficiency, equity and current welfare and the latter affects 

growth rates of productivity, investment and GDP (/per capita GDP).  Though in 

principle an improvement in allocative efficiency can lead to an improvement in the 

investment environment and growth the lags can be relatively long and unpredictable.  

The common expectation that every reform should result in an increase in the growth rate 

and/or reduction in poverty, sets up an incorrect benchmark.  Thus for instance, the 

primary objective of the 1990s income tax reforms was static efficiency and welfare 

gains (tax payer equity) that are expected to generate a gradual but sustained increase in 

income tax revenue.37  This has indeed happened with the share of Personal Income tax 

revenue quadrupling from 0.2% of GDPmp in 1990-1 to 1.2% of GDPmp in 2002-03.  

The dramatic change took place after a major reduction in average marginal rates in 

1997-98.38 Revenue from corporate income taxes remained stationary as a share of GDP 

during the 1980s despite rate reductions.  This has been followed by steady but modest 

reductions in the marginal corporate tax rate in the 1990s.  As a consequence revenues 

                                                           
37 As a fraction of 1% of the population was liable for income tax, income tax reforms could not have a 
direct effect on poverty or on common aggregate measures of distribution. 
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have increased from an average of 1% from 1980-1 to 1990-1 to 1.5% of GDPmp in 

2002-3.  Overall income tax revenues have more than doubled from 1.2% of GDP in 

1990-1 to 2.7% of GDP in 2002-3.  Any effect of this reform on TFPG or GDP growth is, 

on the other hand, very speculative  

Financial sector reforms also have a substantial static component.  The most 

significant reforms related to the removal of interest rate ceilings on bank lending and a 

host of associated controls and restrictions affecting nationalised banks.  Similarly 

introduction of prudential regulations reduce systemic risk but are unlikely to have any 

visible impact on growth.  On the contrary they may reduce growth in the short run as 

lenders become more risk averse. The other major reform was the entry of private banks 

in competition with the Nationalised Banks.  The most significant impact of this has been 

the development of a housing loan market and consumer durable financing.  It has also 

spurred improvement in the quality of service provided to bank customers.  Thus 

allocative efficiency and welfare have improved.  As 40% of credit is still allocated 

according to government guidelines and 70% of the Banking system is owned by the 

government there has been little competition or innovation (so far) in the supply of credit 

for production and investment.  The spread of credit to new borrowers (small and 

medium) or the introduction of new methods of evaluation and appraisal are therefore 

minimal, as are the dynamic effects of these reforms.  

Freeing of controls on equity markets has also led to gains in allocation within the 

existing set of firms and entrepreneurs.  Better regulatory systems and procedures have 

reduced systemic risk and facilitated the flow of external funds (FII) into the equity 

markets. Though the transaction cost for established/existing entrepreneurs has fallen the 

access of new entrepreneurs does not appear to have widened significantly.  There are 

two reasons. One is the absence of complementary reforms (company law, limited 

partnership, SICA/ bankruptcy law).  Second, the general deterioration in the quality of 

the police-legal system reduces the probability of catching and convicting illegal 

financial behaviour.  Regulatory systems are designed to deal with financial grey areas in 

a situation in which black (criminal/illegal) acts are dealt with by the normal legal 

                                                                                                                                                                             
38 Personal Income tax revenues averaged 0.33% of GDPmp from 1980-1 to 1997-98. 
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system. Because of information asymmetry, the risk of financing new entrepreneurs 

includes the risk of some of them being financial frauds.  Even though the regulatory 

system has improved, reducing the transaction cost of financing new borrowers, this has 

been partly offset by the increased risk of fraud. The market for risk capital has therefore 

not expanded beyond its traditional catchments area, and the dynamic effects that one 

might expect from capital market reforms are limited.  Entry of venture capital and other 

equity funds with sophisticated evaluation capabilities will eventually overcome the 

second problem, while policy reform is needed to ensure that the first problem is solved. 

4.3.1 Domestic Liberalisation 
The market reforms that appear to have had the strongest dynamic effects in India 

are those relating to production, investment and external controls.  These are best 

understood through the prism of competition.39   For this purpose we distinguish three 

aspects of competition: The freedom to compete, the pressure to compete (competitive 

pressure) and the means and ability to compete.  In a normal market economy freedom to 

compete is taken for granted. India created a system of production and investment 

controls and in some cases price and distribution controls that restricted or eliminated the 

freedom of medium-large firms to compete.  As scale was an important characteristic of 

modernisation, limits on size effectively limited the freedom of such firms to compete. 

There was two ways in which freedom could be restored:  Legally, by eliminating 

the price, distribution, production and investment controls or illegally through evasion 

and corruption or by a combination of the two.   As Krueger, Bhagwati and others 

pointed out, controls led first to evasion then to corruption (deterioration in the quality of 

governance).  Virmani (2004b, 2005a) highlighted the governance paradox; deterioration 

in governance can actually enhance productivity and growth as it reduces the 

distortionary effect of controls. This is what happened in India during the 1970s. Both 

processes can also interact in highly unusual/unpredictable ways.  A small reduction in 

controls, if it signals a credible change in approach, can undermine the legitimacy of the 

entire control system characterised by creeping evasion-corruption, leading to a rise in 

                                                           
39 Porter(1995) had emphasised the importance of competition in developing and sustaining the 
competitiveness of firms on which the competitive strength of countries was built.  
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evasion and corruption and a disproportionate positive effect on efficiency and growth.  

This is what happened in the 1980s to some extent. 

Lesson 1: Freedom to compete is a necessary condition (an essential pre-requisite) for 

competition and efficiency gains. 

Corollary 1.1: Governance Paradox; A deterioration in governance can increase the 

freedom to compete and thus lead to increased efficiency/growth. 

Corollary 1.2: A small expansion of freedom to compete can lead to a disproportionate 

effect on efficiency/growth because of the de-legitimisation of distortionary controls and 

an increase in evasion-corruption. 

The pressure to compete (competitive pressure) can come from two sources:  

Domestic production or from imported supplies.  In the first case domestic production 

can be by indigenous entrepreneurs or through FDI (more below).  Entry of FDI can put 

competitive pressure on entrepreneurs, while imports can put pressure on both types of 

producers.  

The threat of imports can sometimes be as powerful as actual competition.  Thus 

the creation of artificial monopoly, an exclusive license to produce non-tradable services 

or to produce a tradable good with a complete ban on imports, eliminates actual as well 

as potential competition.  In contrast a monopoly arising from market structure for 

instance a small market size relative to minimum efficient scale always has a potential 

competitive threat.  Similarly an import ban or QR eliminates not just imports but the 

threat of imports.  With imports free a custom Tariff, even one that is high enough to 

eliminate actual imports, puts some competitive pressure on domestic producers as it 

does not extinguish the threat of imports.  Thus we can have a paradoxical situation in 

which an overall liberalisation of import controls coupled with a rise in average tariffs 

can increase competitive pressure dramatically.  The rise in tariffs on products subject to 

QRs by reducing rents, evasion and corruption reduces transaction cost of imports and 

thus multiplies the positive effect of a liberalisation of these QRs.  This is what happened 

during the eighties. 
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The third dimension of competition is the means to compete.  This has two 

aspects.  Competition requires access to the inputs and capital goods that a firm needs to 

increase its ability to compete.   It also requires access to factors (technology, capital, 

skills) and the flexibility to adjust them (unskilled labour).  FDI by bundling many of 

these improves not only the ability of the nation to compete, but also strengthens the 

ability of domestic entrepreneurs through spill over effects. In contrast to abstract 

theoretical benefits of technology or exports FDI demonstrates in practice the gains from 

new technology, management techniques, new products and new markets (exports). The 

spill over effects can therefore enhance the ability of domestic entrepreneurs to compete.  

Freedom to import inputs and capital goods therefore not only puts competitive 

pressure on producers but also expands the means available to the producer to compete.  

Freedom to import consumer goods on the other hand puts competitive pressure on 

producers but does not directly provide the means to compete in the short run.  However, 

it increases the information flow about product innovations and enhances knowledge 

about new materials and technology that are incorporated in it, thus increasing 

competitive ability in the long run. 

Lesson 2: Domestic Liberalisation: Reduction of controls and pricing, distribution, 

production and investment simultaneously increase the freedom to compete and the 

pressure of competition.  It is therefore a necessary condition for increasing competition 

and deriving its dynamic benefits. 

With imports of goods and technology banned or severely restricted, domestic 

liberalisation is not sufficient to ensure the benefits of competition in terms of 

productivity gains. 

4.3.2 Import Liberalisation 

Lesson 3: A reduction in controls on imports of raw materials, intermediate goods and 

capital goods increases both the competitive pressure on domestic producers and their 

access to the means of competition. 
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Corollary 3.1: Availability of imported capital goods improves access to embodied 

technology and thus provides the means to compete.  Freedom to import capital goods is 

therefore necessary for a low income country to obtain the benefits of competition. 

Corollary 3.2: Domestic liberalisation coupled with liberalisation of capital goods 

imports is necessary and sufficient for increasing competition and obtaining its benefits in 

terms of efficiency/productivity for the existing set of goods. 

India developed a capital goods industry during the 1960s and 1970s behind 

protective walls supplemented by import of technologically inferior capital goods from 

the USSR (under the so called rupee payment system).   The embodied technology 

available to Indian industry was therefore backward or outdated.  The Export Promotion 

Capital Goods (EPCG) scheme allowed (1980s) producers to import any capital good 

after making a commitment to export a certain multiple of the import value.  This 

increased access to embodied technology for exporters as well as for modern industry and 

services generally. Coupled with a gradual increase in access to intermediate imports, 

first for export production and then for all producers (Actual Users) it strengthened the 

ability to compete. 

Lesson 4; A liberalisation of imports of intermediate inputs (parts, components and sub-

assemblies) is necessary for introduction of competitive new manufactured products. 

Corollary 4.1: Liberalisation of intermediate imports can complement liberalisation of 

capital goods imports in promoting productivity improvement.  

 A modern durable good consists of many parts.  The quality of the good is 

not much better than that of its weakest/lowest quality part.  There is also a quality ladder 

associated with levels of economic development and per capita income.40  Thus a low 

income country would primarily produce and use low quality goods.  The average quality 

of the goods produced and consumed would rise progressively with per capita income, 

with different goods rising faster or slower (depending on tastes and average income).  A 

low income country, even a large one like India, or a small middle income country cannot 

                                                           
40 Grossman and Helpman (1991). 
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produce all the parts that compose a good either economically or of equal quality.  Thus 

import of some parts and components are essential for the introduction of newer, better 

quality/ more advanced products and access to such imports are a necessary condition for 

the introduction of such new products. 

Much productivity change takes place through small incremental improvements.  

These often require new parts or equipment.  If imports are banned or restricted, such 

productivity improvement would be retarded, because of lower availability or higher cost 

or a combination of the two.  Conversely, a freeing of such imports can contribute to the 

acceleration of productivity change. 

Lesson 5: A replacement of QRs with equivalent tariffs increases the threat of 

competition on both the output and input side and thus increases both the competitive 

pressure and the ability to compete (through more competitive supply of inputs).  

Corollary 5.1: A rise in average tariffs can lead to a decline in effective protection when 

coupled with a reduction in import controls (including QRs), because of a reduction in 

transaction costs.  This can lead to substantial gains in efficiency because of a more 

efficient allocation of allowed imports. 

The eighties were characterised by both a gradual reduction in QRs and an 

increase in tariffs.  This led to an increase in the efficiency of the remaining import 

control regime and contributed to TFPG and growth. 

Lesson 6: A reduction in import controls on final consumer goods increases the pressure 

to compete but enhances the ability to compete after a lag.  A slower phasing in of 

consumer goods import liberalisation can therefore be justified. 

The second aspect of access is the access to competitive factor markets.  The most 

important is access to technology.  To the extent that technology is embodied in capital 

goods, freedom to import capital goods is critical.  Restrictions on import of disembodied 

technology affect not only current productivity but have a cumulative negative effect 

because of the hierarchical nature of much technology. Each rung of the technology 

ladder is helpful in understanding the next (even if not a prerequisite). An elimination of 
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access to the latest technology handicaps access to future technological innovations.  

Similarly all types of skills are not available within a country.  The freedom to import 

skilled personnel as and when needed strengthens the ability of firms to compete. Both 

these, however, require a higher level of entrepreneurship and managerial ability.  

Competitive well regulated capital markets reduce the cost of capital and improve its 

allocation.  These strengthen the competitive position of industry by reducing the cost of 

factors. Similarly more flexible labour markets allow use of labour intensive technology, 

which is potential source of competitive advantage in a low income country.  Rigid 

labour (laws/rules/procedures) markets, in contrast, destroy this comparative advantage 

by artificially raising the risks and costs of using labour and labour intensive technology. 

4.3.3 FDI 

FDI that bundles technology, management, marketing skills (including export 

marketing) and capital can rapidly expand a country’s access to all these factors.   In a 

country with a relatively high number and quality of entrepreneurs, such as India, FDI is 

most effective in modern industries and new products.  In other words,    

Lesson 7: The positive effect of FDI is the highest where controls have created the largest 

gap between the domestic and global technology level.   

These are likely to be the industries and products which have had the largest 

technological change globally.  “Technology” includes management and marketing 

techniques and system relevant to the industry/product.   

International spill over of knowledge are critical to the growth of all countries and 

the importance increases the less advanced the country.  Eaton and Kortum (1996) found 

that in a sample of 19 OECD countries found that Japan, Germany, France and UK 

obtained 50% of their productivity growth from ideas that originated outside the country 

while this proportion was 90% for all other countries in the OECD (excluding USA). 

Coe, Helpman and Hoffmaister (1997) found that foreign capital stock explained 20% of 

the variation in the TFP level of developing countries.  As absorptive capacity of 

developing country differs across countries with level of education an improvement in the 
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latter would raise TFP levels (Caselli and Coleman (2001).  Griffith, Redding and Reenen 

(2003) found that the rate at which lagging countries caught up with leading countries 

(technology frontier) was positively related to investment in R&D.  Hejazi and Sefarian 

(1999) found that international spill over from FDI to TFP are at least as large as the spill 

over from trade to TFP.  Kellor (2001) decomposed the international spill over and found 

that 70% were through trade, 15% through FDI and 15% the result of language skills. 

Thus increased Trade along with FDI flows and R&D designed to improve the use of 

foreign technology can accelerate TFPG and catch up growth. For India 

Banga(2003a,b,c,d) has demonstrated the positive effect of FDI on exports (own), on 

export spill over (to domestic firms in industry) as well as on the efficiency and 

productivity of non-traditional industries. 

Corollary 7.1:  In a country that lacks entrepreneurs (perhaps because such entrepreneurs 

have been eliminated or expelled) FDI is vital for fast growth. 

Communist China, during the reign of Mao, physically eliminated entrepreneurs 

and decimated potential entrepreneurs, through campaigns directed at “capitalist 

roaders.”  Therefore fast industrial growth of the kind seen in China since 1982 would 

have been impossible without large scale ‘import’ of entrepreneurs from Hong Kong, 

Taiwan etc. that was part of the FDI package. Uganda under Idi Amin undermined the 

entrepreneurial base of his country by expelling Asians, who went on to become 

prominent business persons in the UK and USA.41  Certain poor agrarian countries lack 

indigenous entrepreneurs.  For these FDI often bundled with migration of entrepreneurial 

groups may be a necessary condition for faster growth. 

4.3.4 Exchange Rate System 

Lesson 8: A market sensitive exchange rate policy (i.e. one that takes account of foreign 

exchange supply-demand and market expectations), is critical to the success of market 

based international trade liberalisation. 

                                                           
41 His successor, Mr Mussoveni, recognising the critical importance of entrepreneurs in development, has 
reversed this policy and publically welcomed their return. 
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The 25% depreciation of the exchange rate in 1991 was followed by the 

introduction of a dual exchange in early 1992, an integrated market oriented exchange 

rate in 1993, and full convertibility on the current account in 1994.  The new exchange 

rate-trade regime led to, (a) An increase in intra-industry trade, (b) An export growth rate 

well above average world rates (c) A rise in India’s world share from less than 0.5% to 

about 0.8%, and (d) Current account deficits were reduced to 1.1% of GDP.42 

4.3.5 J Curve of Import Liberalisation & Productivity Change 

By definition, import liberalisation and reform changes relative prices from the 

distorted domestic ratios to World relative prices.  Highly protected goods would have 

relatively higher prices and would grow faster in a distorted economy thus giving them a 

higher weight in production at the start of reforms.  With liberalisation and opening, their 

prices and growth rate will fall, temporarily even to negative.  At the same time the 

output and growth of previously under-protected goods would rise. Any Laspeyrs type 

quantity indices will understate the (true change in) growth rate.  Thus conventionally 

measured growth rates may understate the true growth rate during the reform period.  A 

shift in the base year to a post reform year will raise the post reform growth rate and 

reduce the pre-reform one, reflecting the effect of reforms more accurately.  If reforms 

are dramatic the effect can be significant. 

If reforms are slow and gradual, relative prices change gradually and producers 

adapt by stopping investment in unprofitable product lines and initiating it in newly 

profitable ones.  The former is limited by the rate of depreciation and the latter by the 

pace of incremental technical change.  Major Import liberalisation can lead to a drastic 

change in product specific competitive advantage.  Because of capital immobility, the 

capital employed in uncompetitive product lines become redundant and capacity 

utilisation falls.  If productivity calculations use capital stock measures based on the 

accumulation method with no adjustment for capacity utilisation, calculated productivity 

will decline in these product lines.  Though this will be partially offset by better capacity 

                                                           
42 The Indian experience is therefore consistent with the World Bank – IMF view but not identical to it as 
we have emphasised “market sensitivity”  in contrast to  “market determination.”  An important difference 
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utilisation in lines that have become more competitive, full utilisation of the new 

potential requires adoption of new technology including investment in new capital goods 

(producing better quality output).  The introduction of completely new (unfamiliar) 

technology will have short term negative effects while the positive productivity effects 

will take time to emerge, including the time taken to diffuse technology-S curve( see 

below for reasons).   This results in what may be called the J-curve of liberalisation-

productivity, by analogy with the J-curve of the impact of exchange rate changes on 

trade.  This is one of the reasons why studies show a fall in total factor productivity 

growth in registered manufacturing during the 1990s.  It also explains why acceleration 

of aggregate TFPG and GDP growth rate has been so low. 

Lesson 9: The J curve of Import liberalisation and productivity change.  In a heavily 

protected economy, a major import liberalisation will initially slow measured 

productivity growth and result in its acceleration only after a lag. 

We know from the Innovation literature that incremental change can have a 

different effect from major (“drastic”) inventions.  The latter “can trigger an uneven 

growth trajectory, which starts with a prolonged slowdown followed by a fast 

acceleration” (Helpman (2004)).  There are many possible reasons for this. Hornstein and 

Krusell (1996) and Greenwood and Yorokolgu (1997) argued that adoption of new 

technologies requires firms to learn how to use them and this slows down productivity 

growth.  Helpman and Trajtenberg (1998) argued that it takes time and resources to 

develop complementary inputs and during this time the diversion of resources slows 

down growth.  Helpman and Rangel (1999) argued that on-the-job training that raises the 

productivity of workers also means that technology specific skills are lost when a new 

technology replaces an old one. Labour productivity would therefore decline temporarily.  

All these arguments have been used to explain the decline in productivity growth in the 

post-oil crises period (Helpman (2004)).  The experience of Indian Import liberalisation 

leads to the conclusion that major import liberalisation can have similar effects. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
is the asymmetry in terms of negative and positive shocks, with the former translating more readily into 
nominal depreciation than the latter do into nominal appreciation.  See Virmani(2001, 2002d) for details. 
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4.3.6 Governance And Credibility 

Lesson 10: Credibility of Regime Change.  A credible change in the policy regime can 

help magnify the effect of small reforms on (private) investment and growth while a non-

credible change can minimize/reduce the effect of large changes. 

Corollary 10.1: It is easier for a single party regime with an unchallenged leader to gain 

credibility.   

Corollary 10.2: In a democratic system the opposition is expected to question the 

government’s changes and to be critical, but criticism from within the ruling party, it’s 

supporting organisations and coalition partners can undermine credibility. 

Mrs. Indira Gandhi, as Prime Minister, worsened controls during mid-1960s to 

mid 1970s.  Thereafter she lost an election and then won an election to return as PM in 

1980.  The movement towards market reform she instituted was highly credible because 

of her earlier socialist background, her new pro-market advisor (her son Sanjay followed 

by Rajiv) and her unchallenged sway over her party.  In contrast, during the 1990s the 

governments have either been minority Governments or coalitions in which ginger 

groups have continuously criticised their own government’s reform policies. Such 

internal criticism reduces credibility, especially if it is seen to slow down the pace of 

reform or halt it in some cases. 

 India’s institutions and social capital are high relative to other low income and 

lower middle income countries.  Given its free, democratic structure new institutions 

continue to emerge and strengthen, such as a wide variety of NGO’s and a free and 

vibrant TV media.  The quality of its basic government institutions has however been 

deteriorating over the past several decades.   

Lesson 11: The impact of deterioration in Governance in a country with relatively high 

initial level of governance is slow process i.e. it can be virtually invisible to those not 

directly affected by it. Because it is long term phenomenon long term measures are 

required to deal with it. Short term measures are neither necessary nor sufficient to stop 

or reverse the long term deterioration. 
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5 GROWTH TRENDS 
5.1 Long Term Growth 
 

Figure 2 shows the long term trend in growth rate of Gross Domestic Product at 

factor cost (GDPfc).  The growth trend is estimated using the Hedrick-Prescott filter on 

the GDP series, using two set of parameters: The standard set and one allowing greater 

cyclicality.43  The GDP growth rate (standard series) decelerated during the fifties and 

sixties to reach a low of 3.3% per annum during the period 1971–72 to 1973–74. The 

trend growth rate accelerated from the mid-seventies to reach a peak of 6.2% per annum 

during the period 1995–96 to 1996–97. Thereafter, the trend growth rate has again 

decelerated till 2002-03.  The growth trends in Per capita GDP (PCgdp), GDP per 

working age population (15 to 64)/ per worker GDP (PWgdp) and Labour productivity/ 

GDP per unit of labour (PLgdp) mirror this pattern.44  The low point in the growth of 

these variables was reached in 1972-73 and the peak around 1996-97(figure 3, left scale).  

The per capita GDP growth pattern is closest to that of GDP, but the others are quite 

similar (figure 3, left & right scale respectively). The decline in trend growth after 1996-

97 is much greater for GDP than for either labour productivity or GDP per working age 

population or per capita GDP.  One reason is that population growth has slowed to about 

1.7% per annum so that GDP growth has decelerated more than GDP per capita.  A rise 

in the proportion of population aged 15 to 19 has however been offset by delayed entry 

into the labour force as the proportion staying in school/college has increased. 

                                                           
43 HPF(6.25) 
44 Annual aggregate series for total population, working age population i.e. population aged 15 to 64 and 
total labour force is taken from WDI, WB. 
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Figure 2: Long Term Growth Trends in GDP (Hedrick-Prescott Filter 1 & 2) 
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Figure 3: Growth of GDP, PCgdp, PWrkgdp, PLgdp (HP filtered) 
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Figure 4: Sources of Growth: NDP and Fixed capital per working age population (ndpwrk, kfpwrk) and TFPG (HP filtered series) 
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The other HP filtered series GDPhp2 gives a somewhat richer picture. There were 

two troughs at 1965-66 (2.8%) and 1972-3 (2.8%) and a shallower trough in 1979-80 

(3.1%).  The growth trend has recovered thereafter (figure 2).  Similarly, though there is 

still a clear peak of 6.6% in 1995-96 there are shoulders in 1988-89 (6%) and 2003-4 

(5.9%). This suggests that the long term trend as given by the first filtered series may 

give a misleading indication of the medium term trends.  We will return to this issue 

subsequently. 

5.2 Sources: TFPG and Capital Deepening 

The growth in per worker GDP can be decomposed into capital deepening /fixed 

capital per worker (kfpwrkr) and total factor productivity growth (TFPG) using standard 

sources of growth methodology (Virmani(2004d). Because of the volatility in all these 

series we again use HP filtered series to determine and analyse the long term trends.  The 

underlying trend growth of Total factor productivity growth after independence is 

estimated at 2.4%.  TFPG declined steadily thereafter, falling below single digit at the 

beginning of the sixties and reached a trough of less than 0.4% per annum in 1972-73 

(figure 4).  With the negative impact of some policies becoming visible even to those 

with ideological blinkers and strong vested interests, minor reforms in these led to a 

recovery thereafter, with TFPG accelerating slowly during the seventies and faster during 

the eighties to reach a peak of over 2.6% per annum in 1988-89.  This was followed by a 

temporary setback due to the BOP crises after which TFPG has recovered rapidly to its 

earlier peak, but seemed to have plateaued out at 2.7% to 2.75% per annum. 

The trend growth rates of NDP per worker (ndpwrkr) and TFPG were broadly in 

consonance from the beginning of the period till the early 1990s, so that the latter appears 

to be the main driving force for the former.  Since then trends have diverged somewhat 

with TFPG growth and rate of capital deepening plateauing and other series peaking, 

however the high rate of growth is clearly related to sustained high level of TFPG. 

Figure 4 also shows the trend growth of fixed capital per worker (kfpwrkr) as well 

as its contribution to growth of NDP per worker (kfpwrkr_wtd) where the weight is the 
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production function parameter estimated for the sources of growth analysis.45  Growth of 

capital per worker increased gradually from the time of independence to reach a peak of 

2.3% in the mid-sixties.  Thereafter controls and distortions of the government’s socialist 

policies became too oppressive to continue the pace of investment despite falling TFPG.  

The rate of growth of capital per worker therefore declined sharply during the first half of 

the seventies to 1.2% in the second half of the seventies. The pace of capital deepening 

recovered in the eighties following the acceleration in TFPG.  It had exceeded its earlier 

peak by the end of the eighties and established a new peak of 3.7% per annum at the end 

of the nineties.  The contribution of capital deepening to growth of NDP per worker 

seems to have plateaued out between 1.2% and 1.3% points since the mid 1990s (figure 

5).  

The long term trend analysis therefore suggests that the peak TFPG potential for 

the Indian economy is about 2.7% per annum and the peak capital deepening 

possibility/contribution to growth is around 2.75%/1.3% per annum.  Thus according to 

this long term trend analysis the peak growth in NDP per worker can reach about 4% per 

annum.  The trend rate as given by the HP filtered series is about 3.1% per annum or 80% 

of potential. We can complete the long term picture by using the HP filtered series for the 

growth rate of workers (working age population), which shows a trend rate of 2% per 

annum.  This indicates a maximum NDP growth potential of 6% per annum. As 

suggested earlier, these long term trend rates may however be slightly misleading given 

the regime change in 1980. 

5.3 Machinery Investment & Real Exchange  

The relative price of capital goods rose continuously from 1950-1 to 1979-80 as 

shown by the positive rate of growth of the HP filtered series (figure 5).  This was the 

direct result of the import substitution policy based on the Feldman-Mahalanobis model 

(sometime attributed to PM Nehru).  It has fallen continuously during the market reform 

period starting in 1980-81 (negative growth rate) largely because of liberalisation of 

capital goods imports (reduction of controls and QRs) and reduction in tariffs.  As we 

                                                           
45 This differs from earlier analysis because it includes a rainfall index in the production function. See 
Virmani (2004d) for details. 
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would expect, rising (falling) prices had a negative (positive) effect on investment in 

machinery, a tradable good (relative to structures a non-tradable).  Consequently the 

share of machinery in fixed investment has risen constantly during the market reform 

period, even though it has plateaued out since the late 1990s.  As technology embodied in 

new machinery and equipment is an important determinant of productivity this has played 

a significant role in the recovery of TFPG during the 1980s.    

The trend rate of growth of machinery prices decelerated till the mid-sixties, 

contributing to the acceleration in rate of growth of capital in the form of machinery 

(figure 5). Much of this growth was however driven by the acceleration of public 

investment. As this investment was policy driven, the strategy of building heavy and 

capital goods industry in the public sector, it was relatively less affected by consideration 

of cost and profits.46  This also meant that the pressures for efficiency and cost reduction 

were low and prices could rise to reflect costs, as import of such items was banned.  

Worse the quality (technological level) gap could widen indefinitely because of import 

controls, thus having an even more devastating impact on TFPG.47  The combination of 

deteriorating quality and price acceleration from the mid-sixties to the mid-seventies led 

to a deceleration in the growth of machinery investment. 

Conversely, a reduction in QRs on imports (e.g. a shift from banned to restricted 

category of) that made technologically superior machinery available at higher cost 

(including tariffs) could result in a rising share of machinery. Machinery prices resumed 

their deceleration from the mid-seventies and this is reflected in acceleration in the 

growth of machinery capital (figure 5). This was mirrored in the recovery of TFPG 

growth in the seventies. These trends strengthened in the eighties with a shift of strategy 

from import substituting industrialisation to export neutrality.  Consequently the growth 

rate of machinery prices became negative. The peaking of the trend growth of machinery 

accumulation in the 1990s has coincided with the steadying of the price decline.  

                                                           
46 The socialist (i.e. non-FDI related) part of China’s economy still shows similar characteristics as does 
exports from the ‘socialist’ economy Virmani(2005c).  Therefore any change the exchange rate will have 
an effect on the market part (FDI-export complex) of the economy but not the socialist part, unless the 
party/government takes a (separate) decision to reduce investment and/or exports.   
47 Hedonic price indices that reflect the effect of quality are not available in India. 
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Figure 5: Trend in Growth of Machinery Capital and Relative Price (HP filter) 
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Figure 6: Trend in Real Exchange Rate (HP filtered series) 
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Another factor that explains the growth of total factor productivity and GDP 

growth is the real exchange rate, the price of tradable goods relative to non-tradable 

goods.48  Because of the complex interplay between import controls and tariffs it is very 

difficult to measure the level of protection directly.  A QR index and average tariffs are 

available for the market reform period.  The effect of opposite movements in the two 

depends on whether the equivalent tariff is lower or higher than the applied tariff.  Any 

rise (decline) in protection would, however, lead to an appreciation (depreciation) of the 

real exchange rate.49  When the nominal exchange rate is set by the central bank, as it is 

in India, a devaluation of the exchange rate cannot be precisely calibrated with exogenous 

shocks or endogenous changes and therefore has an independent impact on effective 

protection.  A sharp nominal depreciation, not offset by reduction in QR-tariffs can 

therefore lead to a short term rise in protection.50  If factor productivity grows at different 

rates in tradable goods and non-tradable services that will also affect the real exchange 

rate. 

Figure 6 shows that the real exchange rate was on a depreciating trend in the early 

1950s.  This suggests that the some of the protective measures introduced during the 

World War may have been eased during this period.  This also acted to offset the effect of 

rising machinery prices on private investment, contributing to a gradual rise in share of 

machinery investment. The real exchange was on an appreciating trend from the mid 

1950s to the end 1960s thus contributing to a deceleration of TFPG and GDP growth. The 

real exchange rate depreciated thereafter till the mid 1980’s.  This was perhaps a factor in 

the rise of machinery investment and TFPG in the 1970s.  In the 1980s the depreciating 

real exchange rate along with falling capital goods prices resulted in accelerating TFPG 

and GDP growth.  

There has been no clear trend in the real exchange rate since the end-1980s.  

Though peak tariff rate reductions started in 1991-92 they were spread out over a decade 

                                                           
48 Earlier case studies of other countries, have also noted the importance of exchange rate devaluation in 
setting off a growth spurt/episode and a realistic exchange rate policy thereafter in sustaining growth. See 
eg. Lal and Myint(1993).  
49 If the nominal exchange rate is market determined it would appreciate (depreciate).  If it is fixed it would 
become over more (less) overvalued. 
50 See Virmani (2002a) for a detailed explanation with illustrative examples.  
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or more.  Relatively few commodities were initially affected by these reductions as there 

was considerable water in the tariff.  Further the QRs on consumer goods were removed 

at the end of the 1990s.  The need to correct crises generated adverse expectations 

resulted in a nominal depreciation in 1991 that was higher than necessary to obtain BOP 

balance under normal conditions.51   The effective protection to manufacturing therefore 

increased initially and then came down gradually as shown by the real exchange rate 

(started declining from the second half of the1990s).  Compared to the 1980s the 

depreciation in the real exchange rate during the 1990s has been minimal and this is one 

of the reasons for the plateauing of TFPG. 

5.4 Medium Term Growth Trends 

As the policy regime changed around 1980, a long term trend analysis based on 

the evolution of the GDP over the two regimes that have prevailed since independence 

may be misleading for the market reform period that still prevails today.  It is therefore 

useful to analyse the trends during the market reform period starting in 1980-81. As the 

number of observations is too short for HP filter analysis we use linear and polynomial 

trends of 2nd and 3rd order.  These are shown in figure 7 for GDP growth.  The GDP 

growth rate has clearly been on a rising trend during the 1990s, with the current 

underlying trend between 6.2% and 6.6% per annum based on the linear and polynomial 

trend lines.52  If GDP is adjusted for the impact of rainfall variations, its growth rate 

plotted and a trend line fitted it confirms the underlying rising trend in the GDP growth 

rate.  However it shows that the underlying trend growth is currently about 6.3% (6.25% 

to 6.35%).53 Thus the underlying medium term growth rate has been rising since the BOP 

crisis of 1990 and is now around 6.3%.  It is likely to rise to about 6.5% over the next few 

years as the effect of the 1990s reforms works through the system as hypothesised in our 

analysis of the J-curve of liberalisation. 

                                                           
51 See Virmani(2001) for estimates of the depreciation that was required at end 1980s to obviate the BOP 
crisis of 1990-1991. 
52 There linear and 2nd order polynomials yield identical lines. The polynomial of 3rd order shows a 
marginally lower current growth than the linear. 
53 The 2nd order polynomial follows a similar pattern to that for the unadjusted, but suggests a lower current 
growth rate of about 6.25% per annum 
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The medium term trends in the growth of GDP per capita/worker/labour are 

similar to those for GDP growth, with both linear and polynomials (2nd & 3rd order) 

showing a rising trend.  Only the 3rd order polynomial for per capita GDP shows a 

plateauing of growth as it does for GDP growth.   The current underlying growth trend is 

found to be about 4.8% (4.5% to 4.9%) for per capita GDP, 4.3% (4.1% to 4.5%) for per 

worker GDP and 4.3% (4% to 4.5%) for labour productivity.54  These are about 1% point 

higher than the long term rates based on HP filtered series. 

The underlying medium term trends in TFPG and capital deepening are less 

pronounced but in the upward direction (figure 8).  TFPG has shown little variation 

during this period and is now running at between 2.6% and 2.9% not much different from 

the 2.7% indicated by the long term analysis.  The rate of growth of fixed capital per 

worker shows a very clear linear uptrend over the market reform period. Its contribution 

to growth of NDP per worker has risen steadily from 0.3% point in 1980-1 to 1.5% point 

in 2004-5.    This suggests a total growth potential of 4% per annum for NDP per worker, 

while the actual series shows a trend growth of about 4% (3.8% to 4.2%). 55  This is 

almost identical to the growth trend for the HP filtered series.  There is also an indication 

of plateauing of these variables so that NDP/ GDP growth is unlikely to keep increasing 

unless new reform initiatives are taken. 

                                                           
54 The linear, 2nd & 3rd order polynomials give a range for the latest year. The average is a judgement. 
55 The 3rd order polynomial indicates a decline in growth of NDP per worker similar to the long term trend, 
with a current rate if 3.3% compared to 3.1% for the HP filtered series.  This decline is not however 
supported by any decline in TFPG or growth of capital deepening.   
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Figure 7: Medium Term GDP Growth Trend   
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Figure 8: Medium Term Growth Trend in Per Worker NDP/Fixed Capital and TFPG 
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5.5 Reforms, TFPG & Capital Deepening 

One interesting dichotomy between our earlier per iodisation into two policy 

regimes and growth phases and the picture revealed by the time series is the recovery of 

TFPG in the seventies.  If market reforms started around 1980-81, how and why did 

TFPG start recovering from the early seventies? Though the control regime termed the 

license-Quota-Permit Raj (LPQ raj) was progressively tightened after independence till 

the mid-seventies this was not a simple linear process.  Attempts at reforms alternated 

with further tightening.  The control regime led to the worsening of social norms and 

governance and was in turn affected by it.  We hypothesise that evasion of controls and 

corruption increased progressively over the seventies, leading to a weakening of the 

effectiveness of controls, even though the extent of formal controls may have remained 

unchanged (or increased in some areas). 

The drought cum BOP crisis of 1965-66 and 1966-67 lead to the first real re-

evaluation of the Indian development model.  In particular the role of agriculture was 

completely modified and private farmers given a central role in the so called “Green 

Revolution” that started in the early seventies. This may have led some people to silently 

question the demonization of the private sector in other sectors.56   The first real pro-

production (anti-militant labour) action of the government was the breaking of the 

railway strike in the mid-seventies.  This was followed by the election of a supposedly 

more rightwing government in 1977.57  With the coming into power of an anti- Congress 

(Indira) - socialist government there was open questioning of earlier failed policies and 

greater media attention and public credibility to this questioning.  The few reforms that 

were actually implemented lacked credibility because of discordant socialist voices 

within the government as well as the unstable political situation.  These developments 

nevertheless undermined the legitimacy of the earlier development model that depended 

so heavily on the LPQ Raj and on suppression of private initiative. This magnified the 

                                                           
56 Mrs Gandhi was re-elected in 1972, and nationalized the banks thereafter. 
57 The Prime Minister was Morarji Desai, who had earlier constituted the right wing of the Congress Party 
and included members of former right wing parties such as the Swatantra party and the Jan Sangh, as well 
as the indigenous socialists (Lohia) 
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effects of natural trends towards greater evasion of controls and corruption of officials to 

facilitate this evasion.  The effectiveness of controls therefore deteriorated. 

Economic reasoning suggests that (other things being equal) the controls most 

likely to have been circumvented were those in which the rents were the highest.  These 

would also be the controls that created the greatest distortions and whose circumvention 

would therefore result in the greatest gains in efficiency.   As consequence the economy’s 

total factor productivity growth started increasing during the seventies.   New investment, 

on the other hand, is much more dependent on the formal rules and procedures and the 

credibility of risk reducing reforms.  This remained virtually unchanged overall, perhaps 

worsening in some sectors and improving modestly in others.  As a consequence the rate 

of growth of capital deepening continued to decelerate till the end of the seventies.  The 

two sources of growth started reinforcing each other only from the 1980s when a new 

more credible policy approach was instituted. 

 A similar dichotomy in reverse is visible during the market reform period 

following wider and deeper reforms since 1991-92.  These reforms have not resulted in a 

statistically significant increase in the TFPG rate or its trend but the pace of capital 

deepening has increased steadily though slowly.  The latter is clearly related to the 

improvement in the investment climate resulting from the reduction in controls and 

restrictions.  The reduction in the real interest rates faced by those with access to capital 

from organised sources is also contributing to this acceleration. 

Consequent to the introduction of policy reforms, acceleration in the TFPG growth 

can lag that in investment for several reasons.  The first is overshooting.  A rush of 

investment into newly opened sub-sectors and by newly permitted investors (e.g., 

foreign) can lead to an excess of investment as many investors try to test the market and 

establish themselves.  This can lead to excess investment and a decline in capacity 

utilisation, which will show up as a decline in measured TFPG growth in the sector to 

which the sub-sector belongs.  Second, in sectors with economies of scale, capacity is 

built ahead of demand (planned excess capacity).  An improvement in the investment 

climate and reduction in investment risk will lead to a step jump in investment from the 
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old constrained equilibrium to the new free equilibrium.  This planned build–up of excess 

capacity will, during the transition from equilibrium to another, have affects similar to 

that of overshooting. During 1994-5 to 1996-7, the passenger car industry and some other 

consumer durable industries saw both these phenomenon occur simultaneously.  This was 

followed by a demand recession (for perhaps the first time in India). Third is the J-curve 

effect of trade liberalisation (defined earlier).58  The rising freedom to import, affected 

most sub-sectors of registered manufacturing, temporarily offsetting and consequently 

delaying the overall positive effects of reforms on TFPG. 

6 Empirical Analysis: Determinants 
We turn briefly to the third level of analysis that of econometrically identifying the 

determinants of growth in India and estimating their impact.  We also show that some of 

the popular explanations of historical variations in the rate of growth of the Indian 

economy do not stand up to a little more rigorous empirical scrutiny.  This is a very 

preliminary and illustrative analysis, as we do not resolve all the econometric issues and 

problems that arise. 

6.1 Machinery Investment & Exchange Rate 
We start by introducing a variant of the results in Virmani (2004d) that show the 

impact of the real exchange rate and of machinery investment on TFPG.  We then show 

that the same variables along with a few others also determine GDP growth. 

The real exchange rate is assumed to reflect the degree of import protection as well 

as the conventional elements of over/under valuation.  We believe that this variable 

captures the effective protection to Indian industry/ restriction on access to technology 

better than independent indices of tariff rate and QRs, because of the complex mix of 

import controls, quantity restrictions and tariffs that prevailed in India.  Further even the 

latter indices are available only from the 1980s.  Investment in machinery captures the 

effect of embodied technological change emphasised by De Long and Summers (1991, 

1992).  

                                                           
58 Also see Helpman (2004) and other references given earlier after the J-curve lesson. 
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A simple regression of the growth of fixed investment in machinery (Grkfme) on 

TFPG yields a highly significant co-efficient:59 

Equation 1: TFPG1 = 0.30 Grkfme –0.20*GrXRreal–0.27 AR(1) 

    (7.5)***     (-3.2)***       (-2.0)* 

R2 = 0.25, R2 (adj) = 0.22, DW = 2.1  

GrXRreal is the rate of change of the real exchange rate (measured by ratio of 

Implicit GDP deflator for tradable goods/non-tradable services). The confidence level is 

1% (***), 5% (**) or 10%(*). Thus investment in machinery & equipment seems to have 

a productivity enhancing effect in India as shown.60  Rainfall variations are not 

significant when introduced into this equation for TFPG as expected, as we have taken 

account of these in calculating TFPG.  Similar results are obtained if the dependent 

variable is the share of machinery stock in total capital stock.   

Using the co-efficient of 0.3 we can estimate the impact of machinery and 

equipment investment on TFPG. Thus the contribution of machinery investment doubled 

from about 1.1% per annum in phase 1 to 2.25% per annum in phase II.  It contributed an 

average 0.9% point, 1.26% point 2.1% points and 2.4% points per annum to TFPG in the 

sub-phases IA, IB, IIA and IIB respectively.61. The contribution of the real exchange rate 

was a fraction of this. Appreciation reduced TFPG by 0.15% point in sub phase IB and by 

0.06% point and 0.08% point in IIA & IIB respectively. 

From earlier analysis we know that the dummy for 1965-6 to 1980-1 has a 

significant effect on TFPG.62  Introducing this into the above equation we have,  

Equation 2: TFPG1 = -0.01 D6580+ 0.335 Grkfme –0.19*GrXRreal – 0.32 AR(1) 
    (-2.2)**   (8.3)***     (-3.2)***  (-2.4)** 

R2 = 0.31, R2 (adj) = 0.27, DW = 2.2 . 

                                                           
59 All growth rates used  in the author’s studies quoted here are stationary as per ADF test (1% level). 
60 The inverse equation shows that tfpg1 has an insignificant effect on the rate of machinery capital. 
61 As capacity utilisation data is unavailable, the capital series measures installed (and not utilised) 
capacity. 
62 When crude oil price growth is introduced into this equation its co-efficient of –0.0147 is significant at 
the 5% level (R2(adj)=0.29).  However it becomes non-significant when D6580 is added.  Further the same 
variable is not significant in the production function.  This suggests that the oil price increases of 1971 & 
1979 interacted with other policies to produce the negative effect of oil price increase on TFPG.    
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The co-efficient on Grkfme is marginally higher than in equation 1 but similar.63 

Thus in addition to import controls and import substitution policies that affected 

machinery investment and the real exchange rate, TFPG was reduced by 1% point during 

1965-6 to 1980-81 due to other policies.  In other words approximately 1 % point of the 

1.45% (0.77%) point decline in TFPG (TFPGhp) during sub-phase IB is explained by 

equation 2.   

One possibility is that the other policies captured by the dummy worked to reduce 

capacity utilisation.  This is suggested by the rise in the co-efficient on machinery capital 

on introduction of the dummy and the doubling of the rate of growth of capital per 

worker during sub-phase IB. The policies introduced during this phase could for instance 

have reduced the rate of capacity utilisation through the following channels: (a) Rise in 

import duties leading to higher prices paid by consumers for domestic consumer goods 

and consequent reduction in consumer demand, (b) Higher (income/excise) taxation and 

consequent reduction in personal disposable income, (c) Over-investment by government 

in the production of goods and services for which there was no demand from the private 

sector.64  This is the sub-period of “Legislative-Bureaucratic socialism” that Virmani 

(2004c) called the “Socialist Rate of Growth (SRG) period in which GDP growth 

plummeted.  

6.2 Role of Agriculture 

The other suggestive result is that of the effect of agriculture on GDP.  By definition 

any sub-sector of GDP (agriculture, manufacturing, and services) would have a one to 

one effect on total GDP (identity).  To find the real effect of agriculture, we need to 

examine the effect of agriculture on non-agriculture GDP.  We also need to account for 

the impact of rainfall on agriculture as this known to be positive and is equivalent to 

injecting/withdrawing real resources (grants in aid) from outside the economy. 65  OLS 

                                                           
63 If Ifme_if is replaced by kfme_kf , R2 and  R2 (adj) are marginally greater. Similar results are obtained if 
TFPG0 is used instead of TFPG1. 
64 Purchase and price preference tried to generate demand for such goods and services from other public 
sector units, but this was perhaps not sufficient 
65 This has routinely been ignored in earlier studies. 
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estimation finds no effect (not significant) while simple 2SLS estimation shows that the 

effect is negative:66 

Equation 3: GrNagGdp= 0.047+ 0.026 D81 + 0.122 drainm – 0.112*GrGdAgr 

    (13)***    (5.2)*** (3.4)***   (-1.8)*  

R2 = 0.37, R2 (adj) = 0.33, DW = 1.9 

Thus the general argument that growth of Indian agriculture is necessary for 

sustained growth of the economy is not supported by analysis that takes account of the 

direct effect of rainfall on agriculture and on GDP.  

One policy instrument that the government has is the allocation of expenditure 

between different sectors. An alternative is larger expenditures on agriculture funded 

either by higher taxes on non-agriculture sector or higher fiscal deficits.  The above 

equation suggests that either policy will in general reduce the overall rate of growth.   It 

leaves open the possibility that reallocation of existing expenditures on agriculture and 

rural development to productivity enhancing activities may increase agricultural and 

overall growth. These include agricultural R&D and its dissemination, aquifer (ground 

water) recharge, dams, canals and drainage systems. 

6.3 Role of Public Investment 

Another factor that has often been asserted as a driver of growth in India is public 

investment.  Empirically we find that the effect of public investment is either statistically 

insignificant (OLS) or negative (simple TSLS). 

Equation 4:GrGdp=0.035+0.024 D81 + 0.196 drainm – 0.11drainm(-1) -0.0*GrIpub 

(10)***    (5.4)*** (6.5)*** (-3.4)*** (0) 
 
-0.35 AR(1) 
(-2.5)** 

R2 = 0.63, R2 (adj) = 0.59, DW = 2.1.  

                                                           
66 The effect of Non agriculture GDP growth  on Agricultural GDP growth is also not significant in OLS 
but the Rsquare is higher. Possibly because rainfall plays a more important role in agriculture. 
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GrIpub is the rate of growth of Public investment (at constant prices).  Neither this 

variable nor the rate of growth of fixed investment by the public is significant when 

introduced into equation 3. Thus growth equations do not provide any support to the 

contention that government investment per se is an important determinant of GDP growth 

in India.   

7 Conclusion 
India may be termed a “Democratic Market economy,” in contrast to “Nationalist 

Market economies” like post-war Japan, S Korea, Taiwan and Singapore and “Socialist 

Market economies” like China and Vietnam.  The conclusions of this paper therefore 

apply to India and other Low & Middle income democratic market economies. 

The most important conclusion is the vital role of competition in driving productivity 

and growth.  There are two aspects of this: The pressure to compete and the ability to 

compete.  Polices that put pressure on producers and factors to compete and polices that 

enhance the ability of producers and factors to compete have the strongest effect on 

productivity and growth.  Though ideally the best results can be obtained with a set of 

polices that do both in a calibrated manner (simultaneously and harmoniously). The 

ability to cope with an imbalance in the two aspects (i.e. greater pressure relative to 

ability) depends on the strength of entrepreneurship.  This is available in India to a 

greater degree than in most other low and middle income countries. 

Government policies that suppressed or limited competition or created government 

monopolies retarded TFPG and GDP growth.  One of the vital lessons of Indian 

experience is that government monopoly is, in a low income democracy, more inimical to 

efficiency and growth than a private monopoly because regulatory capture is much easier 

in the former.  This is because either policy, regulation and ownership functions are 

vested in the same government department (monolith) or regulation and ownership 

functions are overseen/ controlled by the same department.  In contrast, in the case of 

private monopoly, regulatory capture can be impeded by two layers of accountability; 

First an independent professional regulator and then the government department (to 

appoint & over see the regulator).   
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The most important dynamic gains have come from removal of extreme policy 

distortions in the forms of bans, controls and restrictions on Production, Investment and 

Import of Capital and Intermediate goods (including raw materials). These reforms 

worked together to increase TFPG and Capital deepening (faster growth of private 

investment) by (among other things) expanding access to modern machinery and 

reducing its relative price.  

The growth spurt in the eighties is shown to follow broadly the classical pattern seen 

in other Asian countries when they shifted from import substituting (IS) to export 

promotion (EP) strategy.  Delving a little deeper the paper found two factors responsible 

for the sharpness of the growth acceleration relative to that seen in the nineties.  First the 

increase in the ability to compete kept pace with or exceeded the increased competitive 

pressures.  Second is the non-linear effect of policy changes.  The non-linearity arises (to 

an extent) from the complex interplay between the laws and rules, evasion of these rules 

and corruption that facilitates such evasion (Paradoxical effects of deterioration in 

governance and the Governance paradox).  It can also be viewed as the dynamic 

counterpart of non-linearity in the Welfare analysis of taxation, namely the non-linear 

(convex) effect of tax distortions.67  

The nineties in contrast were marked by a broad array of reforms the effects of, 

which on aggregate growth were much more gradual.  There are a number of reasons for 

this.  First, some of these reforms were static in nature and are not expected to impact 

growth or TFPG over the short-medium term.  They may result in an increase in 

efficiency and/or equity leading to welfare improvements, but any growth impacts are 

likely to occur with a long and variable lag.  The 1990s tax reforms (primarily income 

tax) are of this nature and are expected to lead to a sustainable increase in revenues.68  

Similarly most of the financial reforms so far have improved the health and stability of 

the financial system and improved the allocation of funds (static efficiency, welfare). 

Reforms that will increase competitive supply of funds to new entrepreneurs, credit 

rationed producers and (direct) investors have been limited.  

                                                           
67 Income tax rates peaked in the 1970s and started declining in the eighties.  Modvat was also introduced 
in the mid-1980s.  Nominal tariffs increased but on this reduced the gap with equivalent tariffs (QRs). 
68 Interestingly some of the polices that continued to worsen during the 1980s were also static in nature and 
therefore did not undermine the positive dynamic effects of decontrol policies.  
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Second, the increase in the pressure to compete has been higher, relative to the 

increase in access to the means to compete, in the 1990s than in the 1980s.  This 

imbalance would not have emerged if recommended factor market reforms (labour, risk 

capital and debt finance, bankruptcy law, technology) had been implemented. Third a 

sharp reduction in protection gives rise to a ‘J-curve of liberalisation’, an initial negative 

impact on measured productivity that is gradually exceeded by slowly rising factor 

productivity.  There are several elements in the J curve of liberalisation: One, the 

rebalancing of historically distorted prices, which raise (lower) the relative price (weight) 

of previously slow (fast) growing sectors. Two, the immediate reduction in capacity 

utilisation in unprofitable product lines due to capital immobility, till depreciation 

eliminates the excess capacity.  Three, gestation lags in investment in newly profitable 

product lines and the S curve of technology diffusion that slows productivity 

improvements. Four, the resources and effort needed to adopt unfamiliar technology that 

may reduce the productivity of existing technology/capital.  

On the product market side, greater competition is most urgently needed in sectors 

that were earlier monopolised by the government (infrastructure, education).  Policy risks 

are high, as the incumbent monopolist and/or its supervising government department(s), 

often have a vested interest in the failure of private entrants.  This is particularly so in 

electricity where the strongest vested interest is the T&D Mafia (formally Transmission 

& Distribution but in reality Theft & Dacoity).  A reduction of the policy and regulatory 

risks is essential to ensure unsubsidised private entry and genuine competition.  The 

dynamic effects of competition on productivity and growth are unlikely to arise if entry is 

contingent on layers of counter guarantees.   

Professional regulation can play a vital role in promoting and enhancing competition 

(e.g. through benchmark competition), even in segments that may be ‘natural 

monopolies’ (e.g. networks with strong economies of scale) or services in which 

asymmetric information problems are acute (e.g. health services). Professional regulation 

implies / requires knowledge based interventions.  Production externalities must be 

identified through research or informed analogy from other countries experience.  

Regulatory intervention must have a light touch fully cognizant of gaps in knowledge and 

information. At the same time there must be a continuous and sustained search for 
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knowledge through upgrading of staff skills, sponsored research and openness to 

producer-consumer experiences.  Decisions must be updated when new information and 

experience become available and altered/reversed if necessitated by such information.  

Such a method and system of functioning is beyond the capacity of normal bureaucracies 

and their political bosses in democratic low & middle income countries.  Independent, 

professional regulatory systems and regulators are therefore a must if the maximum 

benefit is to be derived from free entry in such sectors. 

In sectors characterised by information asymmetry between private suppliers and 

individual buyers, such as education and health, reducing regulatory costs and risks 

requires a change in approach.  We know from the theory of optimal intervention that it is 

most efficient and effective to attack the externality directly.  The problem of information 

asymmetry can best be addressed by mandatory disclosure of information that can help 

the buyer judge the quality of the supply and its real cost/price.  Compulsory rating of 

education providers and standardised disclosure of accounts and fees can help solve much 

of the problem and allow removal of conventional, oppressive, bureaucratic controls and 

approvals.   
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9 APPENDIX  

Chart 1: Illustrative List of Controls and Restrictions Introduced during Phase I 
 
Year Sector Grd Policy and Institutional Actions 

 prs Scs   
     
     Sub-Phase I A 

1948-49 Indus Mono - Industrial Policy Resolution 1948(april):Category (a)State monopoly (Defnc,atomic,rail) (b) Mixed (Gov I 
mnply: Aircraft, Telecom mnf, Ship bldg, Coal, I&S, mineral oil) (c) Government controlled (18:Auto,Mach, 
heavy mach/chem, Mtools, EE,Fert, sugar,paper,cement,Text(cotn,woln)) (d) Private enterprise 

1948-49 Indus Scale - IPR 1948 Cottage ind imp; Foreign capital (majority Indian ownership, mgt ctrl); Labour in mgt encrged 
1952- Indus Inv - Industries Development and Regulation Act 1952 (May): Licence required for Investment >Rs 1 lakh (SSI 

exempt). Initially 37 industries, extended to 70. 
1953- Indus Inv - IDRA: Licensing extended to all industries  
1954-55 Extnl Trf - India Tariff second amendment act (1954)-Tariff increased on 32 items, import quotas extended 
1955- Extnl Im - Import Trade Control Order(1955) under (?) Import and Export (Control) Act 1947. 
1956- Indus Inv - ID&RA: Applicability changed to 50 (100) employees with (without) power [admin overload) 
1956- Indus Mono - Indusrial Policy Resolution of 1956: 'Socialistic pattern of Society' Expand Public sector, Heavy & machinery 

ind, Co-operative sector. State monopoly(Sch A-17<=6):Defence(A&A),Atomic E, Rail, Air trans; 
Power,Telecom, Heavy Industries,Minerals,Transport. Mixed: Sch B(12). Assist SS&CI 

1956-57 Extnl Im - Started tightening Import control (BOP crisis '57). Continued till 1965. No tariff use as substitute. 
1960- Indus Inv c- ID&Ra exemption raised to Rs 10 lakh 
1960-61 Extnl ImEx c Import duty drawbacks on 89 items, excise rebate on 27(started 1954 w raw mtrls; 1955 excise rebate) 
1962-66 Extnl ImEx c Neutralisation for exports; Growing import duties. 
1963- Indus Inv c+ ID&Ra exemption raised to Rs 25 lakh 
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Year Sector Grd Policy and Institutional Actions 
    Sub- Phase IB 
1965-66 Extnl Im - Import control regime reached its peak (import substitution highest in CG 1951 to 1963) 
1965-66 Indus Inv b 42 agriculture related industries de-licensed 
1967-68 Indus Price c Steel (price, distribution)de-control completed (started march 1964) 
1967-68 Indus Scale - SSI reservation of modern industries for 1st time; limit = Rs. 7.5 lakh from 1966. 
1969- Indus Mono - Nationalisation of 14 large banks 
1969- Indus Scale - Monopolies & Restrictive Practices Act 1969; Producer of SSI reserved gds restricted gr< 25% per 5 yrs 
1969-70 Indus Scale - MRTP Act Interconnected undertakings with asset > Rs. 20 crore, dominant (33%shr) > 1cr 
1970- Indus FDI b Feb 1970:FERA Invest(-pub res) a) Core/heavy(> 5 cr) allowed,(b)1-5 cr liberalised; Jt sec(gov ctrld) 
1970- Indus Inv b Feb 1970:MRTP(20) Invest(-pub res) a) Core/heavy(> 5 cr) allowed,(b)1-5 cr liberalised; Jt sec(gov ctrld) 
1970- Indus Loan - Public financial institutions empowered to convert their loans into equity in future. Convertibility clause 

mandatory for loans >5 mi. Optional for smaller (July 1970) 
1970- Indus Scale - Licensing policy [ILPC(1969) Large House = Rs. 35 cr] 
1970- Indus Scale - New Indus Licensing Policy: More industries reserved for SSI, and expansion of public sector scope 
1970- Indus Scale b ID&Ra exemption raised to Rs 70 lakh 
1971- Fincl Mono - Nationalisation of General Insurance 
1971- Indus Mono - Nationalisation of Coking Coal Mines 
1972- Indus Mono - Nationalisation of Indian Iron & Steel Co., copper industry & refractories and of 46 textile mills. 
1972-73 Indus InvMrp c+ NILP(amended IPR(1956)): Apndx I Core sec up to 19 indus(frm 9) (excld ssi/public resrvd) 
1972-73 Indus Scale - Defn of "large Indus house" equated to MRTP dfn I.e. 20 crore ( down from 35cr); Prj aprovl board(SIA) 
1973- Indus Mono - Nationalisation of non-coking coal mines and wholesale wheat trade 
1973-74 Indus FDI - Foreign Exchange Regulation Act 1973; Foreign equity 40% (Appx 1), 51%, 74%(exprt,hi tech),100%(eou) 
1975- Indus PrdInv b Auto expansion by 5%/yr upto 25% in 5 yr (> normal 25% auto) in 25 (eng inds) of 40 core inds alwd 
1975-76 Tax IncPer - Max marginal PIT rate =78%; Effective MMR on capital income = 97% (because of Wealth tax on assets) 
1976-77 Extnl ImK b- OGL: 79 capital goods on OGL 
1977-78 Indus Scale - SSI reservation list increased to 504 (from 180 during 1967-76); limit Rs. 10 lakh from 1975. 
1977-78 Indus Scale b+ Policy statement (March 1978): ID&RA exemption limit for licensing raised to 3 crore (frm1cr) 
1977-80 Indus FDI - Exit of IBM, Coca -Cola (FERA dilution refused) 
1978- Extnl ImEx c Alexander(1978) on Exim policy. Change of direction towards CG/input liberalisation (esp for exporters). 
1978-79 Indus  ? Dagli Committee on Controls and Subsidies 
Note:    Grades are given for reforms. Controls & restrictions are ungraded "-". 
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Chart 2: Policy and Institutional Reforms & Reversals (ART) during Phase II A 
 
Year Sector Grade Policy and Institutional Changes 

 prs scs    
1980- Extnl PrdInv a- 3 IDR(Jl80):Export prod exempt frm license ceiling, locational pol & MRTP; Expansion of duty free import of raw 

materials/component/capital goods, cash incentives, rise in royalty limit. Excise reduce fr non-traditnl EOUs 
1980- Indus PrdInv b 5 IDR(Jl80):Automatic expansion 5%/yr up to 25% in 5 yr (> 25% normal auto) in 34[Apx I(19)+15] allowed 
1980- Indus PrdInv b 5 IDR(Jl80):Regularised excess(of lic/regd) capacity in Apndix I (19) Inds & 15 other (34 total) [excl mrtp,fera] 
1980- Indus Scale ?  Industrial Policy Statement(July 1980):Locational dispersal-Backward area,rural etc.; Favour Agro-industry. 
1980-81 Indus Scale -  SSI reservation list increased to 800 (from 500) 
1980-81 Indus Scale b- 6 SSI (Jl80) reservation limit raised to 20 lakh (from 10), to 25 lakh for anciliary (from 15) 
1980-81 Tax IncPrs a-  PIT: 8 slabs, max marginal rate 61.9%, standard salary deduction = 25% 
1980-86 Extnl Trf c+  Tarriff: Collection rate on non-POL imports increased from under 30% in late 1970's to 61% in 1986/87 
1980-86 Extnl TrfK c+  Tarriff: Avg effective tariff rate for capital goods increased from 37% in 1973-74 to 63% in 1988-89 
1982- Extnl ExInv   100% EOU/EPZ free of sec 20-21of MRTPa 
1982- Extnl FDI c+ 7 FERA(MRTP)(Oct82): Core industries list(free) enlarged. 
1982- Indus InvScl b- 6 MRTP(FERA)(Oct82): Core industries list(free) enlarged. 100% EOU/EPZ free of sec 20-21of MRTPa 
1982- Indus PrdInv b 5 IDR(Apr82):Automatic expansion 5%/yr up to 25% in 5 yr (> 25% normal auto) in Indus w export angle 
1982- Indus PrdInv b- 6 IDR(Apr82):If Ucap>94% automatic licensed capacity increase by 1/3 (frm1/4) over best prod in last 5 yrs 
1982- Indus Price c+ 7 Partial de-control of Cement industry (levy reduced to 2/3rd, 1/3 free sale) 
1982- Indus  ?  PM Indira Gandhi's declaration to make 1982 the 'year of productivity' 
1982-83 Extnl FDI b 5 FERA Cos.: Scope enlarged- Eligible industries list expanded 
1982-83 Indus InvScl -  MRTP: Dominant undertaking definition 25% of market (from 33% earlier) 
1982-83 Indus PrdInv c+ 7 IDRA exemption raised to Rs. 5 cr.; Re-endorsement of excess capacity (1/3*(x-1.25lic)) 
1982-83 Indus Price b 5 IDRA: Cement: Dual Pricing(1st time) Levy x=66.6%,y=50%(1979:3 retention Pr; 1968 to 78: 1 retention price) 
1983- Indus InvScl b 5 MRTP free to invest in Industries of National import, IS & hi tech Industries (May 1983) 
1983- Indus PrdInv b 5 IDRA licensing exemption limit raised to Rs. 5 crore (from 3 crore) 
1983-84 Extnl ImK c+ 7 Exim: Import of second hand equipment placed on OGL  
1984- Indus Scope b  IDRA: Broad banding introduced 
1984-85 Extnl ExTxI b 5 Export: 50% of business profits attributable to exports made income tax deductible 
1984-85 Extnl ImK b 5 Exim: 94 new items of industrial machinery (CG) placed under OGL  
1985- Extnl FDI b 5 FERA (MRTP) free entry in 21 hi tech items, 33 grps in Apndx I (non-ssi,PS res) (Dec 1985) 
1985- Extnl ImT b+ 4 FERA: Upper limit for import of tech & computers increased from $ 0.5 million to $10 million. 
1985- Extnl TrfK b- 6 Tarriff: Import duty on CG for gen/power/fertiliser projects cut to 45(frm 105%)/25%/0 
1985- Indus Exit c+ 7 SICA(1985): Sick Industrial Cos (Spcl Provisions) Act for restructuring, sale, foreclosure sick units 
1985- Indus Inv b 5 IDRA (Dec 85): De-licensed 28 industries and 82 bulk drugs (fr non-mrtp/fera,non-ssi) 
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1985- Indus InvScl a 2 MRTP asset limit (defn) raised from Rs. 20 crore to Rs. 100 crore (March 1985) 
1985- Indus InvScl a 2 MRTP clearance waived for 27 industries, 20(of 27) de-licensed if in backward area (May 1985) 
1985- Indus InvScl b 5 MRTP (FERA) free entry in 21 hi tech items, 33 grps in Apndx I (non-ssi,PS res) (Dec 1985) 
1985- Indus PrdInv c 8 IDRA: Removal of virtually any upper limits on capacity in non-consumer electronics 
1985- Indus Scale b 5 SSI (Mar85) reservation limit raised to 35 lakh (from 20), to 45 lakh for anciliary (from 25) 
1985- Indus Scope a 2 IDRA: Broad banding allowed in 28 industry groups still under licensing regime. 
1985- Tax IncPrs b 5 PIT exemption to Rs.18000 (from 15000), Rate by 20 to 30 %, marginal to 50% (from 62%) 
1985-86 Extnl Im b 5 Exim: 685 items allowed to be imported without restriction 
1985-86 Extnl ImEx a- 3 Exim: Advance License(AL), Intermediate Advance License, Special Import License(SIL) for Exporters 
1985-86 Extnl ImEx b+ 4 Exim: Export Import Passbook Scheme Introduced 
1985-89 Extnl ExCrd c 8 Interest rate on export credit reduced from 12 to 9.5 percent 
1985-89 Extnl ExCrd c- 9 Period of pre-shipment credit extended to 180 days for all exports compared to 90 days earlier. 
1985-89 Extnl ExFe c+ 7 Exporters allowed to retain 5 to 10% of their foreign exchange earnings for export promotion. 
1985-89 Extnl ImEx b- 6 Major export subsectors:supply of domestic raw materials at world prices (eng prod had earlier) 
1985-89 Extnl ImM b+ 5 26 items decanalised.  
1985-89 Extnl ImT ? 8 FERA: Relaxation of controls over foreign collaborations 
1985-89 Extnl TrfK c 8 Tarriff: Import duties on project imports increased and equalised with general industrial machinery tariffs. 
1985-89 Extnl XR b 5 Accelerated depreciation of the exchange rate 
1985-89 Tax Estate a- 3 Estate duty abolished 
1985-89 Tax IncCrp a 2 Corporate tax rates reduced by 5 to 10% to a range of 50 to 65% 
1985-89 Tax IncCrp b 5 Introduction of a uniform 30% tax on royalties and fees for technology 
1985-89 Tax IncCrp b+ 4 Depreciation to be calc on blocks of assets, instead of individual assets, with only 3 rates. 
1985-89 Tax IncCrp c- 9 Measures taken to reduce administrative delays and improve tax compliance. 
1985-89 Tax IncPrs a 2 PIT rates reduced across the board, maximum marginal rate reduced from 60% to 50% 
1985-89 Tax IncPrs b 5 Capital gains tax exempt on urban land,buildings(s.t proceeds invested in approved scheme 
1985-89 Tax IncPrs c 8 Scheme of compulsory deposits by income tax payers abolished 
1985-89 Tax Scale b 5 Excise concessions to small scale industry reduced 
1985-89 Tax Wealth a- 3 Maximum wealth tax rate reduced from 5% to 2% 
1985-90 Extnl ExTx c 8 The number & value of incentives(neutralisation) to exporters increased & their administration streamlined. 
1985-90 Extnl ImMex b 5 Freely tradable Replenishment (REP) Licenses given to exporters 
1985-90 Extnl PrdInv c 8 Dispersal: Export obligation  reduced from 50% to 25% for Category B and C industries 
1986- Extnl ImK b 5 29 more items of machine tools added to OGL 
1986- Fiscl  c 8 Long Term Fiscal Policy announced 
1986- Indus Inv b 5 Pvt sector allowed to produce Steel using Electric Arc Furnaces 
1986- Indus InvScl b- 6 MRTP(mar86): 20 Appendix I industries delicensed in backward areas 
1986- Indus PrdInv b 5 IDRA exemption for increase up to 49% over license capacity(modernisation,quality improvement); MES. 
1986- Indus PrdInv b- 5 IDRA:If Ucap>80% automatic license capacity increase by 1/3 over last 5 yrs best prod. NA to 26(<=77) Ind 
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1986- Tax vat b+ 2 Multi-point excise duties converted into a modified value added (MODVAT) system 
1986-87 Extnl ImK b 5 Duty free imports of capital goods allowed in selected 'thrust' import industries 
1986-87 Indus PrdInv b 3 IDRA: Firms with 80% Ucap in any 5 yrs(bfr '85) can expand to 133% of Max Ucap in those yrs 
1986-90 Indus Scale b 5 Fixation of minimum economic size for 106 industries 
1986-90 Indus Scope b- 6 IDRA: Broadbanding allowed in 18 more industries 
1987- Indus Exit ? 7 BIFR (Jan87): A Board for Financial Restructuring created 
1987-88 Extnl ExTxI b+ 4 100% of business profits attributable to exports made income tax deductible 
1987-88 Extnl Im ? 5 OGL: 32% of all intermediate and capital goods imports on OGL 
1987-88 Indus Inv b 5 IDRA: List of industries exempt from licensing requirement increased to 28 in Oct. 1987 
1988- Indus InvScl b 5 MRTP (Ju88) firms de-licensed in industries where they were not dominant undertakings 
1988-89 Extnl ImK b+ 4 OGL: 1170 capital goods on OGL in April 1988 (Increased from 79 in 1976) 
1988-89 Indus Inv b+ 4 IDRA: licensing exemption limit raised to Rs 15 crore (from 5 cr) & to Rs 50 cr for backward area 
1988-90 Extnl ImK c+ 7 OGL: No of capital goods on OGL raised from 1170 in Apr 1988 to 1339 by Apr 1990(Cons. ban on). 
1988-90 Indus InvScl b 2 IDRA: 32 industries de-licensed for entry by non-MRTP firms, and 23 for those covered by MRTP 
1989- Indus Price b  IDR(Mar89): Complete decontrol (price & distribution) of cement industry 
1989-90 Indus Inv b+ 4 IDRA: Investment limit for industrial licensing raised to Rs. 150 mi (Rs. 500 mi in backward areas) 
1989-91 Indus Price b 5 IDRA: Price and distribution controls on aluminium abolished 
1990- Indus Loan ?  SIDBI, the apex bank for small scale industries became operational from Apr 2, 1990 
1990-91 Extnl ExCrd -  Credit restriction for imports (BOP crises - foreign exchange reserves decline). 
1990-91 Extnl ExCrd ? 13 Export credit refinance liberalised from 75% to 100% of the increase in export credit over the monthly average level of 

export credit for the financial year 1988–89. 
1990-91 Extnl ExpTxI c 8 Deduction for foreign source income (for categories of professionals) increased from 25% to 50% of income, or 75% 

of the foreign exchange, whichever is higher. 
1990-91 Extnl ImEx b 5 ExIm Policy 1990–93 simplified Import Replenishment Licensing (REP) scheme. REP rates reduced to 4 basic (20, 

15, 10, 5%). Separate for handicrafts, newspaper/journal/periodical 
1990-91 Extnl ImEx b+  Exim policy:Allows CG import <Rs.100mi at 25% duty st export of 3 x import value (in 4 yrs) 
1990-91 Extnl ImG a 2 Abolition of Gold Control Act. 
1990-91 Extnl Trf b- 13 Rationalisation of customs tariffs. 
1990-91 Extnl Trf b 5 Tarriff: Basic & auxiliary custom duty rate slabs & range reduced to 0–125% (most items). 
1990-91 Fincl fisc -  SLR raised from 38% to 38.5% of all net demand & time liabilities of scheduled commercial banks. 
1990-91 Fincl int -  Upward revision in (i) the Bank Rate from 10% to 11%, (ii) interest rate on RBI refinance facilities, (iii) interest rate on 

bank advances of over rs. 2 lakhs from 17% (minimum) to 18.5% (minimum)  
1990-91 Fincl int b 5 Scheduled commercial banks interest rates on loans to individuals (i) for purchase of consumer durables, (ii) against 

shares and debentures/bonds, & (iii) non-priority sector freed. 
1990-91 Fincl int c 8 Interest rate structure for industrial finance by term lending institutions liberalised. 
1990-91 Fincl  -  Borrowers with working capital limits of > Rs. 1 crore, commitment charge of 1% p.a required by RBI on unutilised 

quarterly limit, s/t tolerance level of 15% of such limit. 
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1990-91 Fincl  c 8 GIC, NABARD, IDBI and bills rediscounters allowed in call/notice money market as lenders  

1990-91 Indus IDR ? 13 Liberalisation of the Single Window Scheme introduced in 1988 

1990-91 Indus Inv b+ 5 Investment limit for industrial licensing raised to Rs. 250 mi (Rs. 750 mi in backward areas) 
1990-91 Indus Inv d 11 IDRA: Guidelines for licensing of new sugar factories and expansion of existing ones revised 

1990-91 Indus Inv d 11 IDRA: New guidelines issued to simplify procedure for licensing of steel units. 
1990-91 Indus Inv d 11 Registrations (Secretariat for Industrial Approvals (SIA)) u de-licensed & exempted category up. 
1990-91 Indus Loan -  Excise loan to sick/weak industrial units(>1000 workers) made easier. 
1990-91 Indus Scale -  SSI: 100% excise exemption upto Rs. 20 lakhs sale (frm 15 lakhs) for goods under one Chapter 
1990-91 Indus Scale -  SSI: Revival of 15% Central Investment Subsidy Scheme for small scale sector. 
1990-91 Indus Scope ?  IDRA: Minimum economic capacity fixed for jelly-filled telecommunication cables 
1990-91 Indus Scope b- 6 IDR Broadbanding: Full fibre flexibility allowed for jute and textile mills 
1990-91 Kmkt dbt c 8 Guidelines for issue of Commercial paper (CP) and Certificates of Deposit (CD) relaxed broaden 
1990-91 Kmkt m/a b 5 Public announcement of take-over offer reqd > 25% (up frm 10%) of voting capital of Cos  
1990-91 Kmkt Primry b 5 All merchant bankers now required to obtain authorisation from SEBI. 

1990-91 Kmkt Primry b- 6 Allotment of new shares/debentures iff > 90% of the amount issued is subscribed.  

1990-91 Kmkt Primry b- 6 Rights/public issue subscription to be kept in spcfd bank acts till the SEs approve allotment. 

1990-91 Kmkt Primry c 8 Fees to (equity,convrt deb) issue manager < 0.5%/0.2% for issue< Rs25 cr(5cr)/>Rs25 cr(5 cr). 

1990-91 Kmkt Secry b 5 Mutual Funds (MFs) Guidelines issued for development and orderly functioning. 
1990-91 Tax IncCrp -  Gulf Crisis surcharge imposed on corporate tax - rates increased by 5%. 
1990-91 Tax IncCrp a 2 Tax rate for Public ltd Cos reduced from 50% to 40%. 
1990-91 Tax IncCrp b 5 Corporate Inc incentives like Investment Allowance & Investment Deposit Account abolished   
1990-91 Tax IncCrp d 11 Deductions for setting up new industries raised.  
1990-91 Tax IncCrp d 11 In the area of direct taxes, concessions announced for cooperative societies and companies. 
1990-91 Tax IncCrp d 11 Inc tax deductions for setting up new industries raised. 
1990-91 Tax IncPrs b- 8 Equity Linked Saving Scheme (ELSS) finalised on a netting principle 
1990-91 Tax IncPrs c 8 Dividend income of dom Co exempted up to declared dividends during the relevant period. 
1990-91 Tax IncPrs c 8 Employment surcharge of 8% applicable on taxable Inc > Rs. 75,000 (up frm Rs. 50,000). 
1990-91 Tax IncPrs c 8 Introduction of tax rebate system in place of old provision for deduction under section 80-C. 
1990-91 Tax IncPrs c 5 Personal Income Tax slabs =4 (reduced from 8 over 1980 to 1990) 
1990-91 Tax IncPrs c- 9 Exemption limit for personal income tax raised from Rs. 18,000 to Rs. 22,000   
1990-91 Tax IncPrs c- 9 Lowest rate of tax of 20% extended from Rs. 25,000 to Rs, 30,000. 
1990-91 Tax IncPrs d 11 Limit of saving incentives u/s 80-CCA increased from Rs. 30,000 to Rs. 40,000. 
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1990-91 Tax Scale -  SSI: Liberalisation of central excise exemption scheme for small scale industries 
1990-91 Tax Scale b 5 Partial tax holiday for new rural SSIs u/s 80-HHA & ind in backward areas u/s 80-HH withdrawn.  
1990-91 Tax vat ? 13 For simplification of Central Excise Tariff, duty rates recast for large number of goods. 
1990-91 Tax vat ? 13 Simplification and rationalisation of tariff structure in the textile sector 
Note:     Grades are given for significance of reforms. Controls & restrictions are ungraded "-". 
 
 
 

Of the total of 146 changes listed in above chart, 50 relate to industry, 31 to taxation, 45 to External sector, 6 to financial sector (mainly money and 
banking) and 8 to capital markets.  Of the total 135 or 92.5% are positive changes and 11 or 7.5% are negative changes.  The rest are unclear but most likely 
positive. 12 of these 135 reforms were judged to be very significant individual reforms (grade of A- or A). Of these six were in Taxation and three each in 
industry and external sector. 
 
 

Chart 3: Significant Changes in Policy or Institutions during Phase II B 
 
Year Sector Grade Policy and Institutional Changes 

 prs scs    
1991-92 Extnl ExIm a- 3 Exim scrips (tradable import licenses) for 30% of export value(suplemntry license abolished). 
1991-92 Extnl FDI a 2 FIIs permitted to invest in K mkts, subject to a ceiling of 24% of the equity of the company. 
1991-92 Extnl FDI a 2 Ceiling on acquisition of shares/debentures of Indian Cos by NRIs/OCBs raised from 5 to 24%. 
1991-92 Extnl Imp a- 3 Elimination of a substantial volume of import licensing. 
1991-92 Extnl Trf a 2 Reduction of peak rate of customs duty to 110% from over 300% (excpt passenger baggage, alcoholic 

beverages, dried grapes, almonds, ball & roller bearings); 
1991-92 Extnl xr a 2 18% devaluation of Rupee 
1991-92 Fiscl  a 2 Reduction in fiscal deficit from 8.4% of GDP to 6.5% 
1991-92 Indus ImInv a 2 Abolition of Phased Manufacturing Programmes 
1991-92 Indus Inv a 2 IDR(July91): Abolition of industrial licensing for most industries (eg Steel, cement) 
1991-92 Indus Inv a 2 Public sector reserved industries to 8 (from 17), Intro of selective competition in reserved Ind 
1991-92 Indus Inv a 2 Removal of investment controls on large business houses 
1991-92 Infra Elec a 2 Electricity Act(1910),Electricity Supply Act(1948) amended to permit Pvt invst,100% foreign eqty 
1991-92 Kmkt Inv a 2 Setting up of mutual funds in private and joint sectors allowed. 
1991-92 Kmkt reg a 2 SEBI (formed 1988) made a statutory body by a Presidential Ordinance on Jan. 31, 1992. 
1991-92 Tax IncPer a 2 TDS on commissions, bank interest (TDs) & withdrawals from the National Savings Scheme. 
1992-93 Extnl ImG a 2 Returning Indians allowed to import gold upto 5 kg. At duty of Rs. 220 per 100 gms (~ 3%) 
1992-93 Extnl TrfK a- 3 Duty on project imports & general machinery reduced to 55%, for electronic industry to 50% 
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1992-93 Extnl xr a 2 FERA 1973 substantially liberalised through an ordinance 
1992-93 Extnl xr a+ 2 Liberalised Exchange Rate Management System (LERMS) in March 1993, dual rates effective 1/3/93. 
1992-93 Fincl Inv a 5 Guidelines formulated for establishment of new private sector banks. 
1992-93 Fincl Loan a- 3 Recovery of Debts Due to Banks and Financial Institutions Act, 1993 passed.  
1992-93 Fincl Reg a 2 Prudential norms for income recognition, classification of assets & bad debt provisioning introd 
1992-93 Infra Inv a 2 Telecom: Value added services opened up to domestic private and foreign players 
1992-93 Kmkt dbt a 2 Auction of 364-Day T-Bills started to replace auction of 182-Day T-Bills 
1992-93 Kmkt dbt a 2 Auctions of 91-Day T-Bills and Govt. Securities commenced 
1992-93 Kmkt reg a 2 SEBI made the regulatory agency for Capital Markets in India 
1992-93 Tax IncPer a 2 Capital Gains to be adjusted for inflation. Cost Inflation index with 1981-82=100 notified 
1993-94 Extnl xr a 2 Comprehensive amendments to FERA 1973 
1993-94 Extnl xr a 2 Authorised dealers not reqd to surrender to the RBI any part of forex sold to them. 
1993-94 Extnl xr a+ 2 Unified exchange rate, free exchange market, no surrender to govt/rbi 
1993-94 Fincl Reg a- 2 Capital adequacy(FIs)& Prudential norms(TLI) for DFIs(IDBI, IFCI, ICICI, IRBI,EXIM bnk) issued 
1993-94 Fincl Reg a- 3 A Board of Financial Supervision set up with an Advisory Council  
1993-94 Indus Inv a- 3 Motor car, white goods, raw hides & skins, leather/patent leather(-chamoise) indus delicensed.  
1993-94 Kmkt InvF a 2 Capital Issues (Control) Act 1947 repealed; Office of the Controller of Capital Issues abolished 
1994-95 Extnl ImS a- 3 Move towards current account convertibility: more relaxations on current account payments 
1994-95 Extnl Trf a 2 Peak rate of customs duty reduced from 85% to 65% 
1994-95 Fincl Int a 2 Bank interest rates on loans above Rs. 2 lakh fully decontrolled. 2 adminstered rates left. 
1994-95 Infra Inv a 2 National Telecom Policy, 1994 opened up basic telecom services to private operators. 
1994-95 Infra Road a 2 National Highway Authority of India (NHAI) made operational in February 1995. 
1994-95 Tax IncCor a 2 Corporate inc tax (on domestic companies) reduced to a uniform rate of 40% 
1994-95 Tax vat a 2 Service tax introduced 
1994-95 Tax vat a 2 Cut in number of ad-valorem excise rates to about half; phasing out of exemption notifications 
1995-96 Kmkt InvF a- 3 Private sector institutions permitted to set up Money Market Mutual Funds 
1995-96 Kmkt Reg a 2 SEBI empowered to regulate all market intermediaries.  
1996-97 Extnl FDI a 2 Automatic approval of RBI for FDI up to 74% of equity allowed in 9 categories of industries 
1996-97 Extnl FDI a 2 Automatic route: Foreign equity up to 50% (3 ind added) and up to 51% (13 ind added) 
1996-97 Indus Inv a 2 Delicensing of consumer electronics. Only 14 industries remain under industrial licencing 
1996-97 Infra Reg a 2 TRAI Bill,1996 introduced & TRAI Ordinance promulgated. TRAI functioning from Feb 1997 
1996-97 Kmkt  a 2 Depositories Act, 1996 allows for dematerialisation (and rematerialisation) of securities in depositories & 

transfer of securities through electronic book entry.  
1996-97 Kmkt  a- 3 SEBI vested with powers of registration of depositories & participants, approval or amendmt of the bye-laws of 

a depository. 
1996-97 Tax Y a 2 Tax rate reduction continued: tax rate on first slab lowered from 20% to 15%. .  
1997-98 Extnl Trf a- 3 Peak import duty reduced from 50% to 40% advalorem & to 30% in respect of raw materials. 
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1997-98 Kmkt Sec a 2 Rolling settlement introduced by making it optional for demat scrips. 
1997-98 Tax Y a 2 Corporate tax: Domestic firms to 35% (from 40%) & on foreign firms to 48% (from 55%).  
1997-98 Tax Y a 2 The surcharge on corporate tax abolished 
1997-98 Tax Y a 2 Max marginal personal Inc tax reduced to 30%(from 40%) & the minimum to 10% from 15%. New Rs. 60001-

150000 slab with 20% rate inserted 
1997-98 Tax Y a- 3 Voluntary disclosure of  Income Scheme 1997 introduced  b/w 1.7.97 &  31.12.97  
1998-99 Infra elec a 2 CRERC and SERCs established 
1998-99 Infra elec a 2 Indian Electricity Act(1910), Electricity (Supply) Act(1948) amended to allow private investment in power 

transmission.  
1999-00 Extnl Im a 2 Import of 894 items de-licensed, & 414 items permitted to be imported against SIL. 
1999-00 Extnl xr a- 3 FERA 1973 replaced by Foreign Exchange Management Act (FERA) in 1999 
1999-00 Infra tel a 2 Voice and data segment opened to full competition, and 100% foreign ownership allowed. 
1999-00 Kmkt Futr a 2 Securities Laws (Amendment) Bill passed;derivatives & units of collective insurance schemes defined as 

securities in Securities Contract Regulation Act 1956. 
1999-00 Tax vat a 2 Central Excise: 11 major advalorem rates reduced to 3- central 16%, merit 8%, demerit 24%. 
2000-01 Tax vat a 2 Central value added tax (CENVAT) of 16% on all manufactured goods with a few exceptions 
2001-02 Extnl ImC a 2 QRs on BOP grounds removed by dismantling restrictions on the remaining 715 items 
2001-02 Indus  a- 3 Defence industry:100% private cos allowed, FDI up to 26%, both subject to licensing 
2001-02 Indus  a- 3 14 items dereserved from the small scale sector exclusive manf list 
2002-03 Extnl FDI a 2 26% FDI in print media and 74% in non-news and non-current affairs print media allowed. 
2003-04 Infra elec a 2 Electricity Act amended to set up a frameework for a competitive electricity market 
 
Only the items graded a have been included as the complete list is too long. 

 


